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President's R e ~ o r t
Charles D. Butts

Recently, there have been a number of
inquiries concerning the advertising
policies which govern the Voice for the
Defense magazine. What about political
advertising? What about advertising by individual practitioners?
In view of the approaching political season, I thought it particularly appropriate
to do some background researching into
these areas. I eventually determined that
there really has been no stated policy with
respect to any kind of advertising. For the
most part, our publisher solicits advertising, which in turn defrays some of the
expenses.
It seems that every few years, more and
more candidates throw their hats into the
ring for judicial office. While money is
tight, much of what is collected is spent
on political advertising of one form or
another.
Defense Attorneys are in a peculiar
posture. On the one hand, the Defense Attorney respects the right of an individual
to take a position in a political contest.
After all, reasonable men and women can
differ as to the qualifications of the dif-

ferent candidates for Judicial Office.
On the other hand, our Association does
not want to polarize our members by endorsing or appearing to endorse the candidacy of any individual. We should
neither split the Association by running
advertising of oppoeing candidates nor give
the mpression that our Association supports any particular candidate even though
many of our individual members strongly
support such a candidate.
We are aU aware of the fact that for
many years, advertising by lawyers was
virtuaUy outlawed (seeo1dD.R. 2-101).
Then along came Bates v. Arizona in 1977
(97 S.CT. 2691) in which the United States
Supreme Court "opened the door". Following that decision and a number of
others, lawyer advertising became a reality
in Texas, guidelines were laid down and
D.R. 2-101 was put in place. The Amarillo Court of Appeals in Daves v. The
State Bar of T w , 691 S.W.2d 784 (1985,
Reb.Den.) sheds further light on our present D.R. 2-101 and the overall subject of
lawyer advertising.
These areas do present a potential prob-

lem and I therefore presented the entire
question to our executive committee, the
board of directors and a special membership meeting in Houston on August 29,
1987. It was unanimously decided that the
policy of TCDLA will be to not accept any
"political" or "lawyer" advertising in the
Voice for the Defense magazine.
In addition, I appointed a special advertising committee to be chaired by Dain
Whitworth, and to include Biil White, John
Pickney, your president, your executive
director John Boston, and editor Kerry
FitzGerald. Advertisements of all kinds
will be screened through this committee
and in this way we hope to resolve any
potential problems before they develop.
In closing, be assured that as your President I will take such action and speak out
on such subjects as I consider in the best
interest of TCDLA and its stated purposes,
keeping in mind always the welfare of all
of you, our members.
I certainly hope that each of you will
continue to enjoy the Voice and that many
of you will continue to write articles.

.
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Editor's Corner
by firry R FitzGemM

A Little Bit of Humor

Don't most of us whip out letters such
as: "Dear Clerk, etc. . . , Please be
advised that I havebeen retained to r e p
sent XYZ in the above styled and numb e d cause. I would appreciate it if yon
would notify my office as to all settings.
Thank you. Sincerely yours,".
While cruising through East Texas, I
came upon a rather ccreative and upbeat
notification from an Attorney to'the Clerk
of the Court.
Randall Lee Rogers of Whitehouse,
Texas, wrote Ms. Mary Matloek at the
County Court at Law in Tyler:

.

"RE: XYZ

Charge . . .
Court Appearance
Dear Madam:

...

Tessmeihas been a solo practitioner since
1949 and is a past president af the Natwnd
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
from 1972-1973. He is also a charter
meinher of TCDLA. He has ow congratulations for another aehievement.

You Are Invited To Write
If any of you-whetker you be Criminal
Defense. Attorney, Judge, or Prosecuting
Attorney-are the least bit interested in
writing an article, we remind you that the
door is open and we will welcome your
effore.

what

the Confirmation
Hearing$ on Juke Robert BOrk?

It seems critical for members of the
Criminal
Defense Bar to keep an eye on
retained'
On Ihe above we
the
pending
Cenfirtmtion Hearings which
doo dah doo dah
will concentrate on the quationof whether
or not Judge Robert Bork should be eleThrough
d mdark'
dah light
dm dah
Or even heavy
vated to tbe United States Supreme Court.
Knox Jones. immediate nast ~PtSideIItof
TCDLA, f o k r d e d me set bfmaterials
So
I= -notice -L.- Court' lue would appreciate' which included a letter circuiated by Hep.
John Bryant urging all of us to write
Renntnm
- - -...-.- Tlovd
-- -,
- RentRen
- - - and Phil G r a m .
I had long since forgotten that it was
Cause the
town lad'= are to 'lame Judge Bork who did what his two inmeAU the do0 dab day.
diate sutwriors rebed to do, that isafollow
then president ~ixon'sorder to fue WaferSicerely yours,"
gate Pmseculor Archibald Cox, who was
investigating Nipron. Beyond that one incident, however, Rep. Bryant emphasized
Qne of Our Own fn the News- thet Judge Bork "has opposed Civil Rights
Charles W.Tessmer
Laws as unconstitutional and has denounced the organized labor movement as
It was recently announced that Charles disruptive and irresponsible. He haseritiW. Twmer has been accepted i18 a Fellow eized the historic 'aneman, one voteeh i of the American Board of Criminal Law- sion guaranteeing voters equal represenyers, which is based in San Francisco. Mr. tation in elections. And he has denied that

....
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a

there is a constitutimal right to privacy,
arguing inatead that a state can even prahibit married women from using contraccptives." These kinds of allegfions
should conoern us all.
Among other things, nominee Bork is
accused of beine totallv committed to the
position of the ~ v e m & to
t the detriment
of the individual-and this, bear in mind,
is in civil cases.
While I have precions Iittle in the way
of hard information upon which to gauge
this judge, the same should not be true of
the Senators who will be quizzing him.
I hope the hearings do not reduce themselves to a rhree ring arcus ot to a platform for aspiring politicians.
Thev should instead be -geared to determinini the nominee's experience,judioial
philosophy,
competency and sense of judi.
cia1 balance for the rights of both the. individual and wcietv.
~
cut it? Do you
Can nominee B O really
care enough to take pen in hand and voiw
your opinion at the one time when it
'counts? It would he interesting to measure
the impact of just one letter to these
seuators from every one of our members.
That type of response would be hard tD.
ignore.
If we are willing to go to bat for our
clients withim the criminaljustice system,
why nat go a step firther and express our
opinion as to the individual Who could very
well play a large part in writing opinions
which impact heavily on our clients?

.

Presentence Investiaation Reoorts,
Probation Officers 6nd " ~ i n h n ~ " .
in the Federal System
by F. R. "Buck" Files, Jr.

Introduction

The Reality of Criminal Practice
In the Federal System

Purpose of the Arliele

For every John DeLorean and his entrapment defense, there are thousands of
John Snerds in Federal criminal cases who
are simply caught in the. trap. As Judge
Rives wrote in Smith v. Unifed Stales,
". . every lawyer engaged in defending
criminal cases knows that often a finding
of guilt is a foregone conclusion, and that
the real issue centers about the severity of
the punishment."'
For these John Snerds, "winning" has
been getting probation instead of confinement, being permitted to surrender rather
than being transported in chains to the confinement facility, getting a shorter sentence
rather than a longer sentence, or "doing
time" in a more comfortable rather than
a less comfortable facility.
If the defendant is to win, his lawyer
must-at the earliest time-heein
" to work
with the probation officer assigned to the
case, We find this admonition in Moore's
Federal Practice:

In Tyler-a city with a population of approximately 80,000-there are some 400
individuals licensed to practice law and lots
of courts in the Smith County Courthouse
in which they can practice: A Court of
Appeals, four District Courts, two County
Courts-at-Law and a County Court.
Only 200 yards to the west of the County
Courthouse is the Federal Building where
three United States District Judges, two
Magistrates and a Bankruptcy Judge are
headquartered. Yet, only a few of the
lawyers who are so very comfortable in the
trials of State criminal cases appear with
any regularity in Federal criminal matters.
Wade French-Chief United States Probation Officer for the Eastern District of
Texas-and I have visited on a number of
occasions about the problems which lawyers, who are themselves unfamiliar with
the Federal system, face when they come
F. R. ( ~ ~~ ~i kljr.~j has
~ bee,,
,
in the
over to represent defendants charged with privarepmcrice of law in Tylersince 1970
Federal offenses. We decided to combine, and is 1uith thejirm of Bain, Files, Allen
conspire, confederateand scheme in order and Caldwell, P. C. Hispracrice is limired
to put something together for the Texas ta the represenrafionof defndants in crimlawyer who spends most of his time in the inal and civil rights matters. Before enterCounty Courthouse and who comes to the ing private practice, he prosecured and
Federal Courthouse on an irregular basis. defended rnilimr~courts-martin1for the
This article has to do with the impor- U.S. Maritae Corps (before rhey had a
tance of the Presentence Investigation JAG) and served as a FifstAssistant CpimReport (especially as we begin our "new inal District Attorney iti Smith Coruzty.
era" in the Federal criminal justice
Cerrifed as a criminal law specialist
system), the problems which can arise at since 1975 and a charter member of the
sentencing and the help which a United Teus Criminal Defense Lawyers AssociaStates Probation Officer can give to the tion, he is a fiepent lechtrer at CLE
defendant's lawyer as he represents the courses sponsored by the State Bar of
defendant.
Te.~asand the W L P .
Mr. French has prepared a paper having to do with the relationship between the
defense lawyer and the United States Protogether-will be of some assistance to
bation Officer.
you.
It is our hope that these articles-taken

.

"For the overwhelming majority of
defendants in Federal courts, the
nature of the punishment is the only
issue in the case. In view of the enormity of the consequences to the defendant, it is sometimesshocking to
see the perfunctory manner in which
defense counsel discharge their
sentencing function. The investigation and preparation of mitigating
factors, both in terms of the facts of
the offense and of the defendant's
personal history, call for no less
thoroughness and resourcefulness
than the preparation of a trial. One
commentator has opined that anything shoi? of this amounts to ineffective assistance of connsel. " (Enphasis addedj2
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The New Era
On Novemher 1, 1987, we begin a new
era in the practice of criminal law in the
Federal courts:
The Federal Sentencing Guidelines go into
effect for offenses committed on or after
that date;
The Parole Commission is abolished;
The Rule 32 FRCP (Sentence and Judgment) amendments go into effect;
The Rule 35 FRCP (Correction or Reduction of Sentence) amendments go into
effect; and,
Presentence Investigation Reports will he
available ten days prior to sentencing.
For the next several years, everything
having to do with sentencing in the Federal
courts is going to he "up in the air." One
thing is absolutely certain, though: What
happens at the sentencing phase of trial
determines how long the defendant will be
confmed. For those defendants committing
offenses on or after Novemher 1, 1987,
THERE WILL BE NO PAROLE!
In order to determine an appropriate sentence for an offense aecurring on or after
November 1, 1987, the sentencing judge
will rely on themathematical ability of the
Unlted States Probation Officer who takes
and adds and substracts and aggravates and
mitigates all of the Offense Conduct, Offense Characteristics, Offender Characteristics, Post Offense Conduct and Criminal
History scores in order to get a Sanction
Unit Guideline Table to enable the sentencing judge to find the applicahleguidelines
for an appropriate sentence. [Note: Exmilitary people will say, "It's sentencing
by the numbers." Computer folks will say,
"If you put garbage in, you'll get garbage
out." Everyone will say, "If theinformation in the Presentence Investigation Report isn"t accurate, the defendant is going
to do a hunch of time!"]
In his article, Mr. French tells you what
he intends to do to help lawyers here in the
Eastern District understand what the possibilities are for their individual defendants
who face a sentence under this new procedure.

The Presentence Investigation
Report
The Content
The amendment to Rule 32(c)(2) sets out
what is to he contained in the Presentence
Investigation Report:
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(A) information about the history
and chnrarrcristics of thedefendant,
includine
hisA ~ r i ocrin1in;d
r
rccord.
if any, his financial condition, and
any circumstances affecting his hehavior that may he helpful in imposing sentence or in the correctional
treatment of the defendant.

tion shall he placed on the information concerning the background, character and
conduct of a person convicted of an offense
which a court of the Uniteii States may
receive and consider for the purpose of imposing an appropriate sentence." (Emphasis added)
The Due Process Limitation

(B) the classification of the offense
and of the defendant under the categories established by the Sentencing
Commission pursuant to section
994(a) of title 28, that the probation
officer believes to he applicable to
the defendant's case; the kinds of
sentence and the sentencing range
suggested for such a category of of&ise committed by such a category
of defendant as set forfi in the
guidelines issued by the Sentencing
Commissionpursuant to 28 U.S.C.
994(a)(l);and an explanation by the
probation officer of any factors that
may indicate that a sentence of a different kind or of a different length
from one within the applicable
guideline would he more appropriate
under all the circumstances; (Emphasis added) [Note: What is contained in this paragraph of the
Presentence Investigation Report is
going to guide the sentencing judge
as he attempts to comply with the
Federal Sentencing Guidelines.]

There is one significant exception to the
concept of the "no limitation" provision:
The right of the defendant to due process
of law as guaranteed by the 5th Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
United States v. Tucker is the case
always cited when an appellate court is
confronted _&th a due process problem
having to do with materially inaccurate
information contained in a Presentence Investigation R e p ~ r t .In~ Tucker, the sentencing judge had considered evidence of
pre-Gideon convictions where the defendant had neither been advised of nor
waived the assistance of counsel. In reversing, the Supreme Court wrote that it was
". . . confronted not with a sentence imposed in the informed discretion of a trial
judge, hut with a sentence founded at least
in part upon misblfomation of constitutional magnitude." (Emphasis added)

The Breadth of the Repotl

Once you get away from "misinformation of constitutional magnitude," how(C) any pertinent policy statement
ever, virtually anything else is fair game
issued by the Sentencing Commisto he included in the Presentence Investigasion pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
tion Report and considered by the sentenc994(a)@);
ingjudge: The two classic examples of this
are illegally ohtained evidence and the
(D) verified information stated in a
post-arrest
silence of the defendant (i.e.,
nonargumentative style containing
the
failure
of
the defendant to "snitch").
an assessment of the financial, soIllegally
ohtained
evidence-In United
cial, psychological, and medical
Stntes v. Graves, the 5th Circuit refused
impact upon, and cost to, any indito limit the sentencing judge ". . . from
vidual against whom the offense has
considering prior charges that were disbeen committed;
missed or alleged offenses for which
(E) unless the court orders othercharges were not filed because of illegally
wise, information concerning the
ohtained e~idence."~
In United States v.
nature and extent of nonprison proLee, the4th Circuit concluded that extendgrams and resources available for the
ing the exclusionary rule to the sentencdefendant; and
ing phase of trial would have virtually no
additional deterrent effect on law enforce(F)such other information as may he
ment. The Court also reasoned that the
required by the court.
sentencing phase of trial ". . could he intolerably delayed and disrupted if it were
Rule 32(c)(2) has to he read in the light necessary to determine whether every
of Title 18 U.S.C. Sec. 3577: "Noli~nia- piece of information to he relied on by the

sentencing judge had an ultimate lawfill
origin."5
Post-arrest silence-In United States v.
Roberts, the Supreme Court traced the
origin of Title 18 U.S.C. Sec. 4 (misprision of felony) back to its origin in the year
1790 and wrote these words: "Although
the term 'misprision of felony' has an archaic ring, gross indifference to the duty
to report known criminal behavior remains
a badge of irresponsible citi~enship."~
In
United States v. Dickson, the 5th Circuit
found that there was nothing wrong with
the sentencing judge's consideration of a
statement in the PresentenceInvestigation
Report of the defendant's alleged refusal
to cooperate with DEA Agents. Citing
Roberts, the Court found that a judge may
consider cooperation or lack of cooperation with authorities in determining an appropriate sentence.'

The Report Survives the
Senfencing Proceeding
For the defendant who is placed on probation (and successfully lives it out), the
Presentence Investigation Report ceases to

have any significance (except, of course,
as it might serve as resource material for
the probation officers who supervise him).
For the defendant who goes into confinement, however, the Presentence Investigation Report follows him either to haunt or
to help him. As one study concluded:
"The defendant's interest in an
accurate and reliable presentence report does not cease with the imposition of sentence. Rather, these interests are implicated at later stages
in the correctional process by the
continued use of the presentence
report as a basic source of information in the handling of the defendant.
If the defendant is incarcerated, the
presentence investigation report accompanies him to the correctional institution and provides background
information for the Bureau of Prisons' classification summary, which,
in turn, determines the defenclantf
classification within the facility, his
ability to obtain furloirghs, and the
choice of treahlent programs. "
(Emphasis added)8

Preparation of the Presentence
Investigation Report
It is my opinion that a defendant's
lawyer best serves him in this area by
working with the United States Probation
Officer assigned to the case to prepare an
accurate Presentence Investigation Report
which is presented to the sentencing judge
for his use in determining an appropriate
sentence.
While a defendant may well have the
right to prepare his own Presentence Investigation Report for presentation to the
sentencing judge,9 I am less than enthusiastic about the value of these "picture
books." I have seen some for which I
know that the defendants must have paid
thousands of dollars and which I am certain had no bearing on the sentence which
they received.
A defendant's lawyer, therefore, should
furnish all the information which he
believes important to the United States
Probation Officer, and he should do this
at the earliest opportunity. This should include not only biographical data and the
names andlor statements of witnesses

FEDERAL CRIMINAL PRACTICE
MATERIALS -1986-1987
(3 VOLUMES)
2 VOLUMES OF ARTICLES-1 VOLUME OF FORMS
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
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whom the officer might contact, but also
any plan which the defendant might have
for future conduct (i.e., making restitution). If the information is obviously
proper for the sentencing judge's consideration, it will be included; if there is
a disagreement over the information, it can
still be offered by the defendant.
My own conclusion is simple: The Presentence Investigation Report furnished to
the trial judge carries the imprimatur of approval of the Chief Probation Officer of
the District in which the Report was prepared. If you can possibly get the information which you want the judge to consider included in that Report, you are
dramatically better off than if you prepare
a defendant's Presentence Investigation
Report.

The Ex Parte Co~tference
It should also be understood that the appellate courts have held that United States
Probation Officers can have exparte conferences with the sentencing judge. In
United States v. Houston, the 5th Circuit
wrote that ''It is not improper for the district judgc k, hold prcsclitence confcrcncc..;
w~th3 nrobstion staff.""' In llnitcd Stdcs
v. ~o&ales, the 9th Circuit said that
"When a probation officer is preparing a
presentence report, he is acting as an 'arm
of the Court' and this permits ex park
communication.""
What the sentencing judge learns from
the United States Probation Officer is not
limited to what is included in the Presentence Investigation Report or what he is
told in open court.

The Notification Reqrrirenterrt
Title I8 U.S.C. Sec. 3552(d) gives
defendants' lawyers a blessing with the
new notification requirement:

the sentencmg proceeding.
We will have an affirmative duty-as I
see it-to make a written response addressed to the United States Probation Officer who prepared the Report detailing
what, if anything, we find to beerroneous.
We should make this response for two
reasons: (1) If we are right in our complaint, the United States Probation Officer
will have the opportunity to correct the
matter about which we have complained;
and, (2) If we do not make a written response, we might well be ineffective in the
assistance which we give to the defendant.
[Note: As recently as August 4, 1987, the
3rd Circuit was answering a Petition for
Writ of Habeas Corpus in which the Petitioner was alleging, among other things,
that his attorney had failed to insure the
preparation of an accurate Presentence Investigation R e p o ~ t ; ] ~ ~

A Response to a Proble~nReport
If you are furnished with a Presentence
Investieation Renort which vou believe to
contain materially inaccurate information,
I would suggest that you prepare a Memorandum to the United States Probation Officer who prepared the Report which
should include at least some of this nonaccusatory language:
&
.

1. I have reviewed the Presentence
Investigation Report which you have
furnished to me. I have also had the
defendant read it, and we have discussed it.
2 . We believe that the following information contained in the Report is
inaccurate: (set out what is inaccurate)
3. We know that you would not
have intentionally included any materially false information in this Report; however, we are concerned
that the sentencing judge could or
might rely on this information in imposing sentence. This would not be
fair to the defendant.

"The court shall assure that a report
filed pursuant to this section is disclosed to the defendant, the counsel
for the defendant, and the attorney
for the Government at least tor days
prror to the date set for sentencing,
unless the minimum period is waived
by the defendant." (Emphasis
added)

4. We would, therefore, request that
we meet at the earliest possible time
in order to talk about this.

Now we will have plenty of time to look
at the Presentence Investigation Report, go
over it with the defendant and prepare for

Hand-carry this to the United States Probation Officer in order that you do not lose
precious time waiting for the mail to be
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delivered. If the United States Probation
Officer agrees with your complaints, do
not hesitate to ask that the Report be rewritten. The importance of a "clean" Presentencelnvestigation Report is seen in the
language of the 1983 Advisory Committee report concerning Rule 32(c)(3)(D):
"As noted above, the Bureau of
Prisons and the Parole Commission
make a substantial use of the presentence investigation report. Under
current practice, this can result in
reliance upon assertions of fact in the
report in the making of critical determinations as to custody or parole.
For example, it is possible that the
Bureau or Commission, in the
course of reaching a decision on such
matters as institution assignment,
eligibility for progratns, or computation of salient factors, will place
great reliance upon factual assertions in the report which are in fact
rotmre and ivhiclt remained zmchalIenged at the time of sentencing because defendant or his counsel
deemed the error ~rrtirnportarttin the
sentencing conte~t. . . " (Emphasis
added)

A Written Objection
to the Presentence Investigation Report
If, despite all your efforts to the contraty, the Presentence Investigation Report
still contains inaccuracies which you believe to be prejudicial to your defendant
(either now or when he goes into confinement or both), I would suggest a written
objection which should contain at least
some of the following:

The Defendant and his lawyer have
carefully reviewed the Presentence Investigation Report and would respectfully suggest that it contains misinformation which
is materially inaccurate." Some of the information contained in the Report does not
bear an indicia of reliability.'The Defendant has a right not to be sentenced on the
basis of invalid inf~rmation.'~

The matter complained of is as follows:
(Set out in detail in order that the sen-

tencing judge does not have to go back and
forth to find the offensive matter.)

The Defendant requests the following
relief:
a. That a hearing be had in order that
evidencemight be introduced to rebut
this misinformation;
h. That this Honorable Court not consider the matter complained of for
any purpose; and,
c. That the matter complained of he excised from the Presentence Investigation Report.

judge can 'exercise a wide discretion in the
sources and types of evidence' he uses to
assist him in determining the kind and extent of punishment to he impo~ed."'~
In United States v. Jackson, the 5th Circuit wrote that "The defendant must be
given the chance to inform the Court of any
mitigating circumstances, hut we see liUle
advantage to be gained by having others
t d f y for him at sentencing." (Emphasis
added)''
In UnifedStates v. Sattefield. the 11th

Circuit slates that "Although a non-capital
defendant does not have a constitutional
right to call and cross-examine witnesses
to rebut information contained in the p r e
sentence report (citing Ashley), Rule
32(c)(3)(A) gives him the right to comment
on the report and correct any alleged factual inaccuracies contained t h e ~ i n . " ' ~
In United Stares v. Papajohn, the 8th
Circuit-again foreclosing the defendant
from having au evidentiary hearing-wrote
that "Due urocess does not mandate an

Because of the amendment to Rule 35,

t b is the only opportunity that this Defendant will have to present these objections
to this Honorable Court. Without the opportunity €0present evidence, the Defendant risks being sentenced on the basis of
misinformation which would deny him due
process of law.

Because the Presentence Investigation
Report will follow the Defendant to his
place of confinement, the Defendant will
he prejudiced by the misinformation within
that Report as it will be used by the Bureau
of Prisons to determine his classification,
his eligibility to participate in programs
within the institution and his eligibility for
furloughs.

The Presentence Investigation
Report At the Sentencing
Proceeding
The Defen6anf's Oppottunifyto Comment
On the Presentence Investigafim Report
Rule 32(c)(3)(A) concludes with this
sentence:
"The court shall afford the defendant and the defendant's counsel an
opportunity to commenl on the report
and, in the discretiot~of the court,
to introduce testimony or other information relating to any factual iuaccuracy.'' (Emphasis added)
In United Stafes v. Ashley, the 5th Circuit determined that
. a sentencing

". .
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evidentiary hearing to establish the accuracy of this or other information contained in apresentence report before it can
be considered by the trial court."'9
The lesson should be clear: The defendant and his lawyer will be given the opportunity to speak-but little else. There
is no trial on the issue of punishment as
thereis inTexas courts under Article 37.07
VACCP.Even though the Federal Rules of
Evidence do not apply to sentencing proceedings [FRE 1101(d)(3)], a written offer of proof as contemplated by FRE 103
(a)(2) would show on appeal what you
were trying to get before the sentencing
judge and this may well be the only way
to get the information into the record
because of the amendment to Rule 35.

The Court's Duty
Since 1983, Rule 32(c)(3)(D) has provided for the following procedure to be followed at the sentencing proceeding:
"If the comments of the defendant
and the defendant's counsel or testimony or other information introduced by them allege any factual
inaccuracy in the presentence investigation report or the summary of
the report or part thereof, the Court
shall, as to each matter controverted,
make (i) a finding as to the allegation, or (ii) a determination that no
such fmding is necessary because the
matter controverted will not be taken
into account in sentencing. A written record of such findings and determinations shall he appended to
and accompany any copy of the presentence investigation report thereafter made available to the Bureau
of Prisons or the Parole Commission."
The latest amendment to this section
simply deletes reference to the Parole
Commission. Title 18 U.S.C. Sec. 3583@)
requires that, beginning on Noven~berI,
1987, "The court, at time of sentencing,
shall state in open court the reasons for its
imposition of the particular sentence . . ."
Rule 32(c)(3)(D) has been strictly constrned by the Courts of Appeal, and it is
safe to predict that 3553(b) only reinforces
the requirement of the Rule. As we shall
see in the next topic, a failure to comply
with the Rule will ordinarily result in a
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vacating of the sentence imposed.
This rule gives the sentencing judge an
easy out: All he has to do is choose (ii) instead of (i), and this "cleans up the
record" as far as the appellate courts are
concerned.

Problems at the
Sentencing Proceeding
Failure of the Sentencing Judge
to Comply With Rule 32(c)(3)(D)

Although the sentencing judge did not require the holding of a heari?g and did not
rule on the request to3trike the information from the Presentence Investigation
Report, the5th Circuit found that he complied with the Rule by stating, afer
sentence was pronounced, that he had not
considered the matters complained of in
pronouncing sentence.]22

The Prosecution Sentencing
Memorandum and
Rule 32(c)(3)(D)

In United States v. Lnwal, the defendant's attorney objected to the amount of
In United States v. Manotas-Mejia, the
the victim's loss as it was projected in the United States Attorney filed a "SentencPresentence Investigation Report: The ing Memorandum" with the sentencing
Report said $100,000; the defendant judge. In the Memorandum was a suggessuggested that $1,200 was accurate. The tion that the defendant had delivered some
sentencing judge was ambiguous in his 15 kilos of cocaine for which he had not
response to the objection andmade no find- been charged. This allegation was not in
ings regarding the accuracy of the infor- the Presentence Investigation Report. The
mation contained in the Presentence Inves- defendant objected to this allegation, and
tigation Report. Because the sentencing the sentencing judge did not address the
jndge refused to comply with Rule 32(c) ohjection in any way. Had the allegation
(3)(D), the 5th Circuit vacated the sentence been contained in the Presentence Investiand remanded the case for re-~entencing.~~
gation Report, the sentencing judge clearIn UnitedStates v. Velasquez, the defen- ly would have had to answer the objection.
dant's lawyer objected to the label "no- On appeal, the 5th Circuit found that the
torious alien smuggler" used in the Pre- fact that the information appeared in the
sentence Investigation Report to describe Sentencing Memorandum rather than in
the defendant. The sentencingjudge made the Presentence Investigation Report in no
no response to the defendant's ohjection to way diminished the dangers against which
this. On appeal, the 5th Circuit wrote: Rule 32(c)(3)(D) guards. For this reason,
"Once Velasquez met his burden under the the case was remanded for re-sentencing.23
rule, the Court was required to make either
In United States v. Salas, the 1lth Cira finding as to the allegation or a statement cuit was confronted with almost the same
that the uncontroverted matter would not situation as in Manotas-Mejia. There,
be c o n ~ i d e r e d . " ~ ~
however, the sentencing judge had
In United States v. Castillo-Roman, the "cleaned up the record" at a Rule 35 heardefendant objected to language in the Pre- ing, and the case was affirmed.2'
sentence Investigation Report which indiManotns-Mejia and Salns simply incated that he was more culpable than his dicate the popularity of the use of the
co-conspirators (He was alleged to have Prosecution's Sentencmg Memorandum.
been the leader of a group known as "Las These cases were decided on August 4th
Tejas."). In this case, the defendant's and loth, respectively.
lawyer did it right. In the languaae of the
5th circuit's opinion: Tastillo fd& a moThe Late Request
tion to redact unfounded allegations confor Corztinuance
tained in the nresentence reoort nursuant
to Federal dule of Criminal Procedure
In United States v. Taylor, the defendant
32(c)(3)(D), requesting that the Distr~ct complained that he was wrongfully denied
Court: (1) Hold a hearing in which the a continuance to enable him to gather
government would he required to prove materials to influence the sentencing court.
that he was the 'Las Tejas' leader; (2) Not In Tnylor, the defendant's claim was rerely on that information when imposing a jected because he gave no indication-at
sentence; and, (3) Order that the informa- trial or on appeal-as to what evidence he
tion he stricken from his report." [Note: would have produced had be been granted
&
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The Limiting of Post-Sentence
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Relief For a.Rule 32 Violalion
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"the kinds of sentence and the senStales v. Peloso, there have been four profacilities (a Federal Prison Camp)
tencing range suggested for such a
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case?
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assume that your client will serve as
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court's statement." The sentencing judge
little time as he would on a comcom~uunicatewith the authorities at
refused to permit any rebuttal of his stated
parable state sentence. With the new
the confinement facility.
factual basis of the sentence. On appeal,
Federal Sentencing Guidelines, this
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2. The suicide risk-Some individuals
question must be asked if you are gore-sentencing, holding that "The action of
have more difficulty than others in
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not binding, it is followed some 85%
"making a record" and the sentencing
that my client was a suicide risk.
of the time by the Bureau of Prisons.
judge from correcting an illegally imposed
Within 30 minutes of my bringing
(The U S . Department of Justice,
sentence.
this to the attention of our local Chief
Federal Bureau of Prisons, has a
United States Probation Officer, a
publication called Facilities. A copy
The United States Probation
psychologist was visiting with my
may be obtained by writing to the
client at the Federal Prison Camp at
Officer as a Resource Person
Public Information Office, Federal
El Reno.]
Bureau of Prisons, 320 First Street
NW., Washington, D.C. 20534.) It
is obvious that some places of conUnited States Probation Officers can do
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prepare fair and accurate Presentence
he
but it is certainlv bet- - over-named.
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The Defense AttorneylUSPO Relationship
by Wade E. French, Chief Uniied States Probabon Officer, Eastern Disfrict of Texas

For a defendant to receive the full benefit
of his attorney's services, it is important
that a cooperative relationship exist between the defense attorney and the U S .
Probation Officer preparing the defendant's presentence report. A breakdown in
this relationship generally stems from a
lack of understanding or appreciation of
each participant's role in the federal
sentencingprocess. As the Federal Court
System moves toward the implementation
of the federal sentencing guidelines rnandated by the Con~prehensiveCrime Control Act of 1984, this relationship will
become even more critical. The purpose
of this article is to identify some of the key
elements of this relationship and identify
those areas where the defense attorney and
the U S . Probation Officer can work together cooperatively to insure that the
Court receives a fair and accurate presentence report. It is further an aim of this
article to inform defense attorneys that the
U S . Probation Officers' involvement with
a case extends beyond the sentencing of the
defendant, including future decisions regarding furlough, parole and even Presidential pardons.
Defense attorneys frequently approach
the U S . Probation Officer with the view
that he or she is simply an extension of the
U S Attorney's office or an extension of
an executive branch investigative agency,
such as the FBI, DEA, IRS, etc. This perception is understandable in that eaeh
works for fhe "government." Because the
U S Attorney's Office as well as the executive branch investigative agencies are
major sources of information, there is frequent contact between the U.S. Probation
Officer and these agencies. However, U.S.
Probation Officers understand and maintain a separate professional identity. The
professional as well as academic training
emphasizes they are members of the judiciary and, as such, their functions are different from those of the executive branch
of government. They wellunderstand their
major role in the sentencing process is to
develop a presentence report that accurately represents the illegal conduct of the
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defendant, describes significant developmental features of his background, and
provides to the Court a recommendation
for case dispositions that are fair to all
parties concerned and is in keeping with
acceptable correctional practices.
Rule 32(c)(2) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure identify what basic information is to be included in the pre-

sentence report. The Presentence Investigation Report, a publication prepared and
distributed by the Probation Division of the
Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, provides the official format to be
used by U S . Probation Officers in preparing presentence reports. In addition,
this publication gives probation officers
detailed guidance in terms of how to evaluate the relevancy of information gathered
during the course of the investigation.
The prosecutiot~version of the offense
section of the presentence report and nondisclosable informationprovided for under
Rule 32(c)3(a) frequently are areas of
major misunderstandmg between defense
attorneys and U.S. Probation Officers.
Under the heading, Prosecution Version,
the U S . Probation Officer is required to
provide a comprehensive picture of the
defendant's criminal conduct (see The
Preserttence Investigation Report [P.81).
Furthermore, Rule 32(c)(2)@) provides
that the PSI shall include "a statement of
the circumstances of the offense and circumstances affecting the defendant's behavior." This usually includes describing
alleged criminal conduct for which the
defendant has not been convicted or in
some cases even charged. The basis for the
Court considering this information stems
from Title 18, USC, Section 3577, which
states:

"No lintitation shall be placed on the
information concerning the background, character, and conduct of a
person convicted of an offense which
a Court of the United States may receive and consider for the purpose
of imposing an appropriate sentence."
This particular issue has been considered
on appeal a number of times and the Courts
have generally given a broad interpretation
as to the intent of the statute (see U.S. vs.
Bowdach, 561 Fed.2d. 1160, 5th Circuit
1977; Billiteri vs. U.S. Board of Parole,
541 Fed.2d 938, 2nd Circuit, 1976; and
U.S. vs. Dortiel Lee, 818 Fed.2d 1052,Znd

Effective Prosecution of
Sex Offenses Against Children
by George E. West I1
Part I
Introduction

volved, and the manner of proving the
offense.

Sexual abuse of children is a rapidly
The Sex Offenders
growing area of social concern. It has been
called the "last remaining component of
Sex offenders of children may fall into
the maltreatment syndrome in children yet one of two categories. One category is the
to be faced head on."' An estimated range primaly category and theother is a residual
of 200,000 to 500,000 sex abuse cases category. Those who fall in the former are
occur a year.2 It has also been estimated called pedophiles and those in the latter
that the reported cases of sexual attack on non-pedophiles.
children have only uncovered the tip of the
i ~ e b e r gSince
. ~ exposure and introduction
Pedophiles
of a child to adult sexuality is regarded as
The primary offenders responsible for
something from which children should be
safeguarded, then we as members of the the sexual exploitation of children in
legal profession should seek ways to pro- America are pedophile^.^ Generally speaktect them. One way to protect the children ing, a pedophile is a person who is preis through "effective prosecution" of sex disposed to sexually engage children as a
primary means for sexual gratification or
offense crimes against children.
The effectiveprosecution of sex offenses who sexually turns to them as a result of
against children requires a "special" bal- conflicts or problems in their adult relaClinically speaking, a pedophile
ancing of the interest of society, the rights tionship~.~
of the victim, and the rights of the de- is a person who commits the act or fanfendant. The primary interest and rights tasy of engaging in sexual activity with
involved are the interest of society in pro- prepubertal children as an exclusive or
tecting the child from physical and emo- preferred method of achieving sexual exHis sexual involvement may
tional harm; the rights of a child to be ~itement.~
constitute
a
persistent pattern (a fixation)
protected through the legal system; and the
right of a defendant to a fair and impartial or a new activity or change (a regression)
trial. Special balancing of these rights and in his sexual orientations or life-styles.
Fixation is defined as "a temporary or
interest is needed in sex offense cases
permanent
arrestment of psychological
against children more so than any other offense because of the nature of the offense, maturation resulting from unresolved forthe age and development of the child, and mative issues which persist and underlie
the inherent problems in the Criminal Jus- the organization of subsequent phases of
tice System when prosecuting theoffender. development."' A fixated child offender
The purpose of this article is to enlighten is a person who has from adolescence been
both the bench and bar as to the unique sexually attracted primarily or exclusively
problems posed by sex offenses against to significantly younger people and this atchildren with the hope that the information traction has persisted throughout his life
contained herein will provide assistance in regardless of what other sexual experiences
the proper balancing of the various rights he has bad. "Sexual involvement with
and interest involved. To achieve this pur- peerage or older person, where this has ocpose the article will discuss the type of of- curred, has been situational in nature and
fender that commits sex offenses against has never replaced the primary sexual atchildren, the effect that the offense has on traction to and preference for underaged
the victim, the effect the criminal justice persons.
If sexual involvement with another adult
system bas on the victim, the offenses in-

does occur it is usually a matter of responding to sexual advancement by the partner
under a given set of circumstances. Despite
this type of situational encounter, the
pedophile's primary sexual attraction is for
underaged persons. When engaging in sexual activity with a child, the fixated
pedophile does not feel guilt, shame, or
remorse.9 His attraction for children surnasses normal rationale bounds and ore'
cedes to a realm of uncontrollable fantasies. If given the option of sex with a
child or sex with an adult the fixed
pedophile will choose the child. His lack
of preference for adults as sexual partners
may be because of a fear of being sexually
inferior or inadequate, or because of a fear
of embarrassment or rejection. Regardless
of the reason(s) that may be assigned as
the cause of the fixed pedophile's behavior,
the result is that his sexual activity with
adults is not as emotionally gratifying as
his sexual activity with underaged people.
The fixed offender's immature orientation
towards children does not appear confined
to his sexual life. Psychologically the pedophile's predisposition affects his whole life.
He appears to be a marginally inadequate
individual who feels compelled to interact
sexually with children because of the demands of life." Rather than to confront his
crisis head on the fixated pedophile reacts
by a repeated pattern of sexual contacts
with children.1' His crisis starts internally
and his resolution ends externally. That
resolution will invariably lead up to an illtimed sexual affair with a child.
Another type of pedoph~leIS the regressive pedophile. "Regression is defined as
a temporary or permanent appearance of
primitive behavior after a more mature
form of expression has been attained, regardless of whether the immature behavior
was actually manifested earlier in an individual devel~pment."'~A regressive
pedophile, unlike a fixed pedophile, is a
person who "originally" prefers peer or
adult partners for sexual gratification.13
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However, if a crisis enters this offender's
life he will focus his attention to underaged
individuals. The crisis may be social, sexual, marital, etc., or a comhmation of such
factors. The regressed offender commits
theoffense as an impulsive and desperate
act that is svmntomatic of ahilnre to cooe
with specikc iife stresses.l*
The regressed offender does not exhibit
any predominant sexual attraction to
significantly younger people during his
sexual development, but instead focus primarily or exclusively on peer-age or older
people.Is Typically this offender is married and if stresses threaten the relationship he becomes sexually active with a
child. As a result of his behavior, the
regressed offender may feel guilt, shame,
or remorse, but these feelings occur after
the fact.16 At the time of his sexual involvement, the regressed offender is usually in a state of depression audlor a state
of partial disassociation. He does not care
about what he is doing and who he is hurting. During this period of regressive sexual
behavior, the offenders sexual encounters
with adults usually coexist with his sexual
encounters with children.
There is no profile of how someone hecomes a sex offender, although two things
have to occur for a man to commit a sexual offense against a child. First, he must
be sexually aroused by or attracted to a
child. This attraction is abnormal for adult
males. The origin of this inappropriate attraction may he accidental. An accidental
attraction may start by a man masturbating
and happens to think of a child or a child
sitting on a father's lap and he gets an erection.I7 Then through the process of conditioning the sexual attraction to the child is
learned. The offender then starts intentionally thinking of or fantasizing about
children or a particular child while masturbating and ejaculating. His conditioned
response may occur many times until it
becomes a pattern which he believes he
cannot control. As a result, the offender
becomes compulsive in his attraction for
a child.
Once the offender establishes this inappropriate arousal pattern then a second
condition must occur for him to commit
the sexual offense, namely, the offender
must act on his sexual desire. The offender
justifies his acts through a psychological
process known as "cognitive dissonance"
even though he knows what he is doing is
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morally or legally wrong. "Cognitive dissonance'' is a process in which a person
justifies his or her behavior by changing
the meaning of it i.e., "I am just doing it
for sex education etc." The scope of this
type of rationalization process isas broad
m as limited as the individual offenders
ability to make self serving excuses.
The fixed and regressive pedophile have
two general means of effectuating their
desire to engage in sexual contact with a
child. Those means are inducement and
force.ls Inducement occurs when the offender applies some type of psychological
pressure on the child either through "enticement", in which he attempts to indoctrinate the child into sexuality through
persuasion, or "entrapment", in which he
takes advantage of having put the child in
(Isituation in which he or she feels indebted
or obligation.19The inducement type pedophile will not normally use physical force
but instead resorts to efforts to persuade
his victim to cooperate, often times by
bribing or rewarding the child with attention, affection, g,ifts and "special" fun.
This always entads misrepresentation of
moral standards, either verbally or implicitly .laThe aim of the inducement-typepedophile is to gain sexual control of the
child by manipulation of the child and developing a willing or consensual relationship. The inducement method has a higher
probability of success in cases where the
victim and the offender know each other
prior to the sexual involvement than where
the victim and offender are stranger^.^'
When the offenderknows the victim, (such
as a father and daughter), sexual involvement may continue over a period of time.
The more adept the offender is at "enticement" andlor "entrapment", the less
likely he will resort to force to induce
compliance.
The type of offender who normally uses
force as a means to achieve his desire to
have sexual contact with a child may be
called a force-type-pedophile." The methods used by the force-type-pedophile are
"intimidation", in which he exploits the
child's relative helplessness, naivete, and
awe of adults through threats or harm, or
"physical aggression", in which he attacks
and physically overpowers his victim. The
force-type-pedophile will quite often apply
both intimidation and physical aggression
to satisfy his sexual desire.
The force-type-pedophile may also he

subdivided into two groups depending
upon the nature of his assault, namely: (1)
the "exploitive assault", in which threat
or force is used to overcome the child's
resistance, and (2) the "sadistic assault",
in which the force becomes eroticized.
The "exploitive pedophile" employs
intimidation, manipulation, threats, and
physical force to overcome the resistance
on the part of the child. If physical force
is used, it is usually employed not with the
intent to deliberately hurt the child but
to overpower the child. The exploitive
offender will normally use only force if
necessary to gain submission by the child.
He generally does not attempt to engage
the child in any emotional way but instead
uses the child as a sexual outlet. His orientation towards the child appears to be based
on his need for power and control.
Another subdivision of the force-typepedophile, is the "sadistic ped~phile".~~
The sadistic pedophile derives pleasure
from dominating, mistreating or hurting
the child. The infliction of physical or
psychological pain upon thc victim serves
the sadistic oud~rnhilc'serotic nccds. The
victim is g&erGly beaten, choked, tortored, and sexually assaulted. Unlike the
exploitivepedophile, the sadistic pedophile
uses more force in the assault than would
be necessary to overpower the victim. His
intention is to completely dominate andlor
humiliate the child. In the extreme case he
may evenmurder thechild. The acts of the
sadistic pedophile are not impulsive; typically the assault has been planned out and
fantasizedabout for some time prior to its
commission. Sex for the purpose of sex is
seldom the primary motivating force behind the sadistic pedophile's act. His
primary motivating force is of some deep
seeded form of anger and power that he
manifests through violence and sex.
The classification and subclassification
of pedophiles has been based upon their
relative attraction to children for sexual
gratification, the manner used in seeking
fulfillment, and the degree used to obtain
fulfillment.

Non-Pedophiles
Another type of child sex offender is
known as "nonpedophile". Non-pedophiles form the residual category of sex offenders who do not possess predominant
pedophilic behavior patterns. The pre-

dominate behavior pattern may come
under a variety of classifications.The nonpedophile offender may be schizophrenic,
or suicidal, or alcohol dependent, etc.
Numerous factors may cause this type of
offender to commit sexual acts with children. Unlike the pedophile, this offender
does not commit the act of or fantasy of
engaging in sexual activity with prepubertal children as an exclusive (fixation) or
preferred (regression) method of achieving
sexual excitement. The act is an isolated
sexual act.z4Isolated sexual acts involve
decreased impulse control precipitated by
some means which in rare instances lead
to sexual acts with children. The preferences for sexual contact with a child is only
for the moment. There is no repeated fantasizing about the act as a prelude for sexual contact. The distinction between pedophilic behavior and non-pedophilic behavior may be clarified by comparing a
non-pedophilic exhibitionist to a pedophile.
An exhibitionist is a person who repetitively exposes his genitals to an unsuspecting stranger for the purpose of
achieving sexual excitement. It is the exposure and wish to shock the observer that
forms the basis of his sexual excitement.
Sexual activity with the stranger is not
needed, nor is it sought. When exposure
occurs with a pedophile, it is a prelude to
sexual activity with the child.
Understanding the type of people who
commit sexual offenses against children
plays an important function in our criminal
justice system. Those functions include,
but are not limited to, the following:
1. Providing the defendant's attorney
with a basis for determining whether or
not to go to trial, and if so, what strategies should be used.
2. Providing the state with the means
for evaluating its case and making recommendations thereto.
3. Providing the court with a basis for
deciding whether or not protective
orders for the child are needed, or in the
case of a conviction, what type of punishment it should assess.
All of these functions involve, in one
way or another, balancing the rights of
society, the rights of the defendant, and the
rights of the victim. The proper balancing
of these rights requires not only knowledge
about the offender but also the victims and

the effects the offense has on them.

The Victims
Who Are the Victims
The victims of a sex offense against
children may be found in every stratum of
our society. The victim may be either male
or female (although typically, the victim
is female). The age of the victim can range
from one day old to 17 years old. The victim can come from a wealthy family or
from a poor family. He or she can be of
any race, creed, or color. The victim can
also be one of highest moral standards or
lowest moral standards. In short, the sex
offense victim can come from anywhere
in our society.

How n e y Are Affecfed
It is difficult to generalize about how a
sexual attack will affect a given child. Each
child victim reacts to an offense and its
aftermath in his or her own individual way
depending upon the facts and circumstances of each case. However, a number
of factors can be considered in determining how a child will react to a given experience. These factors include the child's
age and developmental status, the relationship of the abuser to the child, the amount
of force or violence used by the abuser,
the degree of shame or guilt evoked in the
child for his or her participation, the reactions of the child's parents, and the sensitivity or lack thereof of the criminal
justice system.25 The behavioral consequences of a sexual assault on a child can
be examined within the framework of normal child development.
Normal child development progresses in
sequential, overlapping phases of increasingly complex learning. The child masters
skills at one level and moves on to the next
stage. Physical, intellectual, and social
growth occur in this fashion. Although
there are many different theories of child
developnlent, the major theoretical studies
all recognize four basic developmental
stages starting at infancy and concluding
with adolescence. The four stages are: (1)
the infancy stage, (2) the preschool stage,
(3) the school age stage, and (4) the adolescent stage.26
The infancy stage covers the child from
birth up to the typical preschool aged child,
normally four years
This stage does
not function so much on the age of the in-

fant but on the normal development skills
ofthe infant. A new bornchild, for example, will not be able to communicate anything about the sexual assault. The child
establishes verbal language as the primary
mode of communication normally between
the ages of two and four. At this point the
infant may utter afew words, however the
child has not developed adequate communicative sk~llsand reasoning abilities to
tell what has happened, when it happened,
or where it happened. These shortcomings
are typical for the'child in the infancy
stage.
Since a child in the infancy stage has few
verbal skills, if any, then the affects of a
sexual attack on the cbild must be measured by observing the child's behavior.
The child victim may cry more than normal, lose sleep, change feeding or bowel
habits, or go through periods of vomiting.
In the severest case, the child may even
fail to thrive. Although the long-term
psychological effects of a sexual attack on
an infant has not been determined, common sense leads one to conclude that a sexual attack on an infant does not enhance
the physical or mental well being of the
child.
The second developmental stage of a
child is the pre-school stage.28 The preschool child ranges in age from four to six
years old. The preschooler can tell, in a
limited fashion, what has happened or
show what has happened by using dolls or
play material. The child can also describe
the offender and state what the offender
said. If the offender hurt the child, the
child can describe if helshe was hurt and
show the location of the injury.
Although the preschool-child can recognizably communicate, the child does not
understand concepts well and therefore the
child's verbal skills may imply a better
comprehension than actually exists. The
preschooler does not understand metaphors, analogies, or jokes. On the other
hand, the cbild can distinguish between
fact and fantasy. While lying at this age
may occur, it is usually an attempt by the
child to escape from a problem or make
something look better. The preschool child
is unable to practice real deception because
he or she still Invests adults with complete
authority and believe that adults would
perceive any lie. At this age the child can
memorize but without comprehension. The
child can understand simple instruction
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such as "no" or "stop" but the chid does
not possess the ability to carry out multiple instructionsas an integrated whole. The
preschooler can vividly recall isolated
events, often triggered by associations with
familiar sights or sounds. When the
preschooler gives a narrative account of
what has happened, the preschooler will
normally give a rambling, disjointed story
containing both relevant and irrelevant
details. For the preschooler the concepts
of time and space are usually personalized,
hence not logical or orderly.
The preschool-child depends totally on
family to meet all of his or her physical
and emotional needs. This chid has an
egocentric perception of the world with
only tentative awareness of any relationships which do not involve the child directly. Although the preschool-child can
engage in intuitive thought, the preschooler
cannot understand the causality between
events. Thus the preschool child cannot
understand why he or she is being sexually assaulted or the possible implications of
revealing the sexual assault.
Various behavior patterns may result
from the sexual attack of a preschooler.
The c h i may go through a period of
regression, which can take the form of
baby talk or loss of toilet training. He or
she may experience feelings of inadequacy
or insecurity which may be manifested by
a clinging behavior to a dominant figure.
The chid may suppress normal characteristic's such as curiosity or spontaneity.
Nightmares and loss of sleep, may also
result from the sexual attack. The longterm affects of the incident may depend
upon other external factors since a child
at this age can repress the traumatic event
more so than at any other age.
The third developmental stage for a child
is the school-age stage.29The school-age
stage encompasses children from the ages
of six to eleven. This is the t m e period
when the child begins to lose some of his
or her egocentric views of the world and
starts developing consistent relationships
outside of the family. The child gradually
begins to shift from total reliance on family
to a peer culture. The peer culture temporarily replaces some of the emotional
needs which the child would ordinarily
receive from the family including, but not
limited, to praise, acceptance, and love.
The child still depends on the parents for
refuge and support. During the school-age
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period, the chid becomes allied with peers
of the same sex and with similar interests.
Group loyalty develops as the child seeks
recognition from the group through its
rules and regulations. It is at this point that
a child begins to establish deception around
adults. This grows out of extrafamilial and
intrafamilial stress factors.
Though a school-age child may become
sullen or insolent with adults, he or she
seldom lies about major issues. A child at
this age is very sensitive to any apparent
unfairness or differential application of
justice. When this child is impressed with
the magnitude of the injustice which will
result from a lie, the child will not likely
practice deception especially in the presence of two or more strange adults.
Intellectually, the school age child has
an increasing mastery of language and
symbols. The child will be able to identify the offender, the place of the offense,
and give a detailed account of the offense.
The child has some ability to communicate
in terms of time and space. The child will
be able, in general terms, to state when the
offense occurred by relating it to some
meaningful point in the child's life, such
as whilein the first grade or around Christmas. Although the school age child gradually moves from absolutism to relativism,
the chid will not be able to give specific
times and dates relative to theoffense. The
child's thinking still remains in concrete
rather than abstract terms and as a result
the child is unable to understand why he
or she is not to blame for the offense.
A sexual assault disrupts a school-age
child's emotional development. The child
may start bedwetting, thumb sucking, or
engaging in some other form of regression.
Conversely, the child may start engaging
in pseudo adult behavior i.e. prematurely
becoming interested in sex. The child may
engage in other atypical behavior such as
withdrawing from peer groups, bathing excessively, or throwing tantrums. The
school-age child may even suffer from
some type of psychosomatic illness.
The school-age child understands some
of the implications of revealing the sexual
assault and is more likely to tell a friend
or a friend's mother than his or her
parents.
The fourth and final developn~entalstage
in a child's life is the "adolescent stage."30
The adolescent stage is a time period normally from twelve years old to seventeen

years old. The adolescent time period is
where the child experiences extreme physiological and sociological stress. Physio-'
logically, the child's body grows and
matures in ways requiring new demands.
Sociologically the adolescentbs faced with
the increasing demands of soclety to decide
a career, be independent, and conform his
or her behavior to that of an adult.
At this age the average child has developed and continues to develop socially
useful skills such as reading, writing, and
speaking. The sexually assaulted adolescent child can tell exactly what happened;
when it happened; where it happened; and
how it happened. This child will not understand the intricacies of why it happened.
Consequently, the adolescent may feel extreme guilt and responsibility for the
offense.
The behaviors which may result from
the assault are moodiness, depression,
andlor regression. The adolescent may also
have a sudden change in values which can
manifest itself m such behaviors as running
away, marrying early, dropping out of
school, or engaging in drugs and alcohol.
Because sexual assaults undermine the victim's self confidence, the adolescent victim may tend to feel ugly or socially
inadequate. The adolescent victim who has
such feelings may initiate sexual relationships. The victim who feels ugly may
engage in sexual activity to prove that
helshe is desirable. The victim who feels
socially inadequate may commit sexual
acts to compensate for the attention not received because of limited social skills. The
victim may also engage in sex, not because
of feeling ugly or socially inadequate but
because of the inability to distinguish between love and sex. Incest victims typically
fall into this category.
The dynamic affect that sexual offenses
have on children cannot be underestimated.
Developmental skills, social skills, and
functional skills become affected, in various degrees, when children become involved in sexual offenses. Researchers are
generally in agreement that the trauma suffered by the child is either reinforced,
magnified or heightened by the procedures
invoked by the prosecution of the offender." With this point in mind we now
turn our focus on the criminal justice
system, the offensesdesigned to protect the
child, and the manner of proving the
offense.

against the adult's word. Even before one
w 8 d is spoken, the score card on credihiiity is in favor of the adult and against the
child. The average adult readily assumes
that children tell lies, thus giving a minus
to the child and a plus to the adult. If the
child is an adolescent and has willingly
engaged in sexual relations with the defendant, the average adult may view her as
the infamous Lolita," the beguiling female
who embarks upon the seduction of an
older man. If so, the child's credibility
would not be weighed as an abused victim
hut instead as a blameworthy part of the
offense. Effective prosecution involves not
only understanding the effects of the
criminal justice system on the victim, hut
also involves understanding the laws
designed to protect the victims from sexual encounters.
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Bafson K Kentucky:
A New W e a p o n for t h e Defense
by Mark mielman and Malinda Seymore

Part 1
More than a century ago the United
States Supreme Court held that a state
denies a black defendant equal protection
of thelaws when it puts him on trial before
a jury from which members of his own
race have been purposefully excluded1
That principle has never been seriously
questioned.* Until recently, however, d e
fendants faced an almost insurmountable
burden in proving this purposeful discrimination. Under Swain v. Alabama3 defendants could not rely upon the acts of the
prosecutor in their case alone. Instead, they
were required to show that "in all cases,
in all circumstances, whoever the victim,
whoever the defendant, blacks were excluded from juries without cause."4
The recent case of Butson v. Kentuckys
replaces the difficult evidentiary burden of
Swain and arms the defense counsel with
a new weapon against perceived discrimination on the petit jury. The Supreme
Court in adopting Batson followed the lead
of state courts which circumvented Swain
and protected defendants under the sixth

amendment or under state constitution^.^
Defendants in these states have benefited
from the additional constitutional protections. With the advent of Batson and its
retroactive application,7 Texas defendants
may now share in these benefits as well.
Any new rule causes initial confusion;
Texas courts and attorneys are justifiably
uncertain of the scope of Batson. As trial
and appellate courts struggle with this new
doctrine, the pmdenl dcfcnse t~llorncymust
be ~articularlvcareful in wicldine
" this ncw
wApon. ~hiiarticlewill attempt to assist
defense counsel by discussing: 1) the preservation of Batson error; 2) the presentation of evidence to meet the criteria of
Bafson; 3) the remedies if error is found;
and 4) the appeal of a Batson challenge.
Finally, we will suggest alternativemethods of establishing a case of purposehl discrimination under Bataon.

a fourteenth amendment challenge to discriminatory jury panels. In practice, however, this theoretical right was effectively
mooted by the difficult threshold showing
required to demonstrate prosecutorial misconduct. In order to demonstratea "State's
purposeful or deliberate denial to Negroes
on account of race of participation as jurors
in the administration o f j u s t i ~ e , "a~defendant was required to show a systematic exclusion of minorities. Such a showing
could not he made on the basis of the current case alone but rather required a demonstration of a historical pattern of
discrimination.
Defendants, as a practical matter, were
almost never able to meet this burden. The
Louisiana Supreme Court, for example,
reviewed fourteen East Baton Rouge
Parish cases involving the exclusion of
blacks from juries between 1972 and 1979.
In seven of these cases, the prosecutor was
the
same man. The prosecutorjustified his
Batson: Forging the Sword
practice of excluding blacks through
In Swain, the Supreme Court recognized peremptory challenges by stating that "I
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have found through experience, some
twenty-three years in the District Attorneys
[sic] Office, that blacks where you have
a black defendant, will generally vote not
guilty, in spite of the strength of the State's
case."P Notwithstanding this evidence. of
historical exclusion, the court never
reversed a conviction on Swirl grounds.10
Responding to Swain's evidentiary failures, the Supreme Court adopted a new
standard in Batson. The primary change
is that a prima facie case of purposeful discrimination may he established solely on
the basis of the prosecutor's actions in the
defendant's case. To establish a prima
facie case under the new criteria, a defendant must first show that he is a member of
a cognizable racial gronp and that the p m ecutar has exercised challenges to remove
from the venire members of the defendant's race. "Second, the defendant is entitled to rely on the fact, as to which there
can be no dispute, that peremptory challenges constitute a jury selection practice
that permits 'those to discriminate who are
of a mind to discriminate'."" Third, the
defendant must show that these facts and
other relevant circumstances raise an inference that the prosecutor used peremptory challenges to exclude the veniremen
on account of their race. Once the defendant makes a prima facie showing, the
burden shifts to the State to present a
neutral explanation for challenging each
black
In deciding whether a prima facie case
has been established and whether racially
neutral reasons have been tendered, the
Batsort court placed great reliance in the
discretion of the trial courts. "We have
confidence that trial judges, experienced
in supervising voir dire, will be able to
decide if the circumstances concerning the
prosecutor's use of peremptory challenges
creates a prima facie case of discrimination against black jurors.""

Wielding the Sword
Effectively using this newly forged
weapon will require defense counsel to
begin building his case almost upon entry
into theconrtroom. From the moment the
attorney becomes aware that his client is
a member of a cognizable racial group, he
must begin to prepare for the possibility
of a Batson challenge. Although winning
at the trial level is of course the goal, a
22 VOICE for the Defense 1 October 1987

complete record must be built in order to purposeful discrimination. Clearly, the
insure a full and fair review on appeal. The defendant must show that he is a memher
attorney, therefore, must devote prepara- of a cognizable racial group andthat the
tion time to tive discrete areas: A) preserv- prosecutor sfruck members of that racial
ing error; B) presenting a prima facie case; group.Z1 Further, Batso; requires the
C) responding to prosecutorial rebuttal; D) defendant to show that these facts and other
requesting appropriate relief; and E) relevant circumstances "raise an inference
that the prosecutor used [peremptory chalprevailing on appeal.
Ienges] to excludethe veniremen from the
petit jury on account of their race."22
Drawing the Sword: n e Proper
Texas cases have thus far donelittle to emPreservation of Error
broider upon the law of B a i ~ o n Most
.~~
As with any objection, a Batson cases have disposed of the issve on waiver
challenge is only effectiveif properly pre- grounds.= Those courts who have reached
sented. The timing of a Batson objection the merits have been reluctant to find a
is crucial since the error may be waived prima facie case.25
At this writing, only two Texas courts
if it is not timely made. In Batson, defense
counsel moved to discharge the jury before have found a prima facie case. In Rodgers
it was sworn, and requested a hearing on v. State,26the prosecutor utilized six of his
his motion.14 The court stated that "peti- ten peremptory challenges to remove all
tioner made a timely objection to the pros- blacks from the venire. The record reecutor's removal of all black persons on vealed that only three of the six stricken
the venire.'"5 The Court of Criminal Ap- were questioned during vok dire. In Garzq
peals has followed this implied ruling in v. State,27 defendant, a hispanic, was
Batson, holding that the proper time to charged with aggravated assault. The
raise the objection "is after the composi- venire consisted of nine hispanics. The
tion of the jury is made known but before prosecutor exercised seven peremptory
the jury is sworn and the venire panel is challenges against hispanics. Only one
hispanic served on the jury because the
di~charged."'~
Objections must not only be punctually other was too deep in the venire to be
offered to present the issue ta both the trial reached. The defendant established an inand appellate benches, challenges to the ference of discrimination:
jury must also he offered in a form that
The prosecution used the vast mamakes them acceptable. At least one outjority of its strikes against Hispanics.
of-state court has required that a Batson
There is nothing distinctiveabout the
objection be in writing when presented.17
voir dire which would indicate the
It is axiomatic that an objection must be
rationale behind the prosecution's
specific enough to call to the attention of
strikes. All the members of the jury
the trial court the error complained of by
panel answered the voir dire questhe defendant.18 Counsel must also press
tions similarly. Both the appellant
the trial court for a ruling on his objecand the victim are Hispanic. The
tion.lg It is also incumbent upon the defacts of this case raise an inference
fendant to urge the trial court to hold a
that the prosecutor excluded venirehearing in order to resolve the Batson
men on account of their race.zs
challenge.20Although the case law on the
The Texas cases areof limited assistance
specific preservation of Batson error is
scant, there is littleauthorityto suggest that m determining many issues. Batson leaves
Batson will require novel rules of preser- unanswered the questions of: 1) whether
vation. Defensecounsel must object timely defense counsel must present evidence; 2)
and specifically, request an evidentiary what constitutes a cognizable racial group;
hearing, and obtain a ruling on his motion. 3) may a defendant complain of strikes outside his racial group; and4) what circumstances raise an inference of racial dism e Thrust: Establishing the
crimination.
Prima Facie Case
The most troublesome aspect of Batson
is determining what circumstances must be
shown to establish a prima facie case of

Requirement of evidence
One Texas appellate court has attempted

to respond to an unresolved Batson issuethe necessity for an evidenfioryhearing. In
Price v. Stale," the court stated:

I
I

1

,

I

appellant failed to establish by .
evidence (in the nature of a stipnlation or otherwise), that he was black
and that the six jurors struck by the
State were black. Further, we find
that he failed to establish by
evidence, any relevant circumstances
to raise an inference that the prosecutor used his peremptory challenges to exclude veniremembers
from the petit jury on account of
their race.)"
The court further stated that the observations of defense counsel was not evidence.
Courts in other states have also required
defendant to establish his prima facie case
by means other than the statements of his
co~nsel.~'
In light of the holding in the only Texas
case on this specific issue, prudent counsel
should present evidence to support each
element of the prima facie case. It should
not be difficult to obtain a stipulation or
judicial notice of the defendant's race and
the race of the prospective jurors challenged. If defense conusel wishes to establish these matters by statements in the
record, he should be sworn in and give
testimony as would any other witness.'"
Cognizable Racial Group
In Texas, challenges under Batson have
thus far been raised only by black and hispanic defendants. The test for a cognizable
racial group is whether it is a recognizable,
distinct class singled out for different treatment under the laws as written or as applied.33Under this defmition, the possible
groups expand beyond traditional racial
classifications. In Rijo v. S t ~ t e , ~for
' example, the defendant was characterized by
defense counsel as "from the Dominican
Republic" and "partially Negroid and partially S p a n i ~ h . "The
~ ~ court held that the
defendant was affiliated with the black race
and, therefore, could protest the exclusion
of a black man from the jury. Texas cases
have also permitted challenges to be raised
by hispanic defendant^.^^ American Indians have also been held to be a
cognizable racial group." In a case decided on the basis of Massachusetts' state
constitutional rights, the court found

French-Canadians to be a distinct group
meriting prote~tion.'~
The specific mandate of Batson is
limited to race; however, courts in Massachusetts once again relying on their state
constitution have extended the protection
to gender." The same court in Commonlvealth v. Samuel4owas unable to find
a constitutional basis for challenging the
exclusion of young persons
Strikes Outside Racial Group
One of the elements of the prima facie

case under Batsom is that the prosecutor has
excluded members of defendant's racial
group. In State v. Cl~risfensen,~'the
Missouri appellate court held that Bamn
was inapplicable when the defendant was
white and complained of the exclusion of
blacks from his jury." A similar position
was taken in Fields v. Peogle;4' uonetheless, the court held that the Colorado state
constitution and the sixth amendment
allowed a blackdefendant to challenge the
exclusion of hispanics. Other courts have
permitted white defendants to challenge the
striking of blacks from the jury.*'
Inference of Discrimination
The Court of Criminal Appeals has further confused an area left unresolved by
Batson: will the simple exclusion of
minority members alone raise the inference
of purposeful discrimination? In its first
opinion in Keetorr v. Slate,45a caseinvolving a black defendant and prosecutorial
challenges to three black venirepersons,
the court held that the defendant had to
show that there were sufficient other facts
to raise an inference that the prosecutor excluded venirepersons on account of their
race. The coun withdrew Keeton I on its
own motion. In Keetort 1Z26the court did
not address the requirements of a prima
facie case but rather remanded for a trial
court determination. In cryptic language,
Judge Miller suggested that the fact that
"an inference of racially motivated jury
selection could be demonstrated by the
strikes themselves" was a new procedure.47 Whether he was attempting to draw
a distinction between the Swam standard
and the new Barson procedure or was commentingupou the proof necessary to d ~ a w
the inference remains unclear. Although
courts in California have held that an inference is raised solely by demonstrating

the exclusion of venirepersons of the same
racial group,'"most state courts have concurred with Keeron
Batson suggested several Gircumstances
which may raise the necessary inference.
"A 'pattern' of strikes against blackjurors
included in the particular venire might give
rise to an inference of dis~rimination.~
Similarly, the prosecutor's questions and
statements during voir dire examination
and in exercising his challenges may support or refute an inference of discriminatory purpose. These examples are
merely illnstrati~e."~'Other cases have
put forward a variety of tools for counsel
to employ in seeking to raise the inference.

In Contmonwealtlt v. so are^,^^ the court
found an inference where the prosecutor
utilized peremptory strikes to exclude 92%
of blacks on the venire while excluding
only 34% of the white jurors. Striking 19
of 23 members of defendant's cognizable
group has also been held to be such a disproportionate exclusion so as to raiae an
inference.53Even if courts snbsequently
establish that an inference is raised solely
from the simple exclusion of minority
rnembcrs, noncthelcss, u statistically-basal
determination
that morc blacks than whitcs
were struck may better illustrate the
magnitude of the exclusion.
i~~jlammatory
case

Courts have found an inference where
the subject matter of thecase was such that
"racial overtones were unavoidable."" In
Washing.ton, the black defendant was accused of operating a prostitution ring.
There were also allegations of sexual relationships with whiteprostitutes. Thecourt
noted that the defendant might meet the
stereotypical image of a "pimp", and
stated that those circumnstances were a
strong indication that a prima facie case
was established.Ss Similarly, in Sinrpson v.
Mas~achusetrs,~~
a black defendant was
charged with sexually assaulting a white
female. The victim's consent was at issue.
The court noted "racial prejudice could
easily lead whitejurors to draw inferences
against [the defendant]. "5'
race of victim

Closely related to the inflammatory
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nature of the case, courts have shown a
willingfies to find an inference of improper motives in the exercise of peremptory challenges in cases where the victim
was of a different race than that of the
defendant. Where the murder victim was
white and the defendant black, an Oklahoma appellate court found discrimination
when the prosecutor struck three hIacks.58
In State v. G i I r n ~ r e ,interestingly,
~~
the
trial court found an inference of discrimination relying in part upon the fact
that defendant and his counsel were black
and the prosecutor was white.60
comments of prosecutor
The best tool for creating an inference
is when trial counsel uses peremptories to
strike minority members and candidly admits doing s ~ . In
~ 'one of the companion
cases to Gtifith v. Kent~cky,~?
the prosecutor stated to the trial court clerk, "We
would like to have as few black jurors as
possible."63 Less blatant references, however, may also raise an inference. In a case
where the defendant was complaining of
exclusion of French-Canadians, for example, the prosecutor emphasized the importance of where prospective jurors were
born and then struck a juror wearing a
maple leaf p h 6 * The dissenting judge in
Commonwealth v. McKendrick" would
have held that the defendant raised an
inference of discrimination when the prosecutor in closing argument made references to murder in "South Philadelphia",
"ghetto" and "projects".66
conduct of voir dire
Hearkening to the specific language of
Batson, many courts have looked to the
prosecutor's conduct of voir dire for evidence of the prima facie case. Cases in
which the prosecutor conducted a desultory
voir dire, resulting in little information that
would justify a peremptory on a basis other
than race, have been held to raise an inference. In Garza v. State,Q the court
found a prima facie case when there was
nothing distinctive about the voir dire
which would indicate the rationale behind
theprosecutor's
Certainly, where
no questions are asked of black, prospectivejurors, a court's conclusions regarding
the presence of discrimination would be
str0nger.~9
Nexr montb-Part II
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Mot ion Practice
by GeraM Goldstein
Walker, a former Assistant United States
Attorney for the Southern District of
Texas. The incredible position taken by the
prosector was that he had not decided
whether or not to call Zimmermann to testify against his client, and therefore the issue was not ripe for determination.
The Lawyer's "Strike Force" argued, that
in addition to the obvious attorney-client
privilege and right to counsel of one's
choice arguments, the spectical of waiting
until trial had commenced to shock the
citizen's only representative from her ride
and transform her advocate into a witness
for the prosecution was too much for our
delicate adversary system to bear. Not to

Almost one and one-half years ago
Brother Jack Zimmemann of Houston began his representation of Shannon Renee
Rivera, charged in what authorities
described as a brutal satan-cult disfigurement and murder. On Friday, April 24,
1987, the eve of jury selection and trial,
the following Monday, a prosecutor gave
written notice of the "possibility" he may
call Mr. Zimmermann, JimE. Lavine, his
law partner, on their defense investigation
to testify as a prosecution witness at the
very trial they were retained to defend.
The Lawyers Assistance Committee
filed the attached Motion for Leave to Appear as Amicus before the trial judge, Carl
CAUSE NO. US48
STATE OY TEXAS
YS.
SllrlhWUN W E E IUVBRA

) IN TIE DtSIRICt COURT

I s m l nm1cw. DtSTRlCr
) IIABRIS COOXlY, TEXAS
)

TO THE HONORABLE CARL WALKER:
The National Assn'iatm of Crimxnsl Defense Lawers is a non-nrofit organimlion rompriscd of over 4,802 atlurncy throughout lhesc llnited S l a m
who arc wnccrned xhhoul Ihc Criminll Justiw Systcm:md lhc qualily nf rrprcwtatron provided citizers accused of crime.
The Texas Criminal Defense Lawyen Association is a no"-profit membership orgalwal~onmadcupofaver1,lW heensedaltorneys Ihmughoutthe Slate
of Texas who share those concerns and aspirations.
One of the prrmary concerns of thrs arganilAion and its membership, is the
oresewation of the attornevdient and work nrcduct nrivdeses which arc the
curnersswe of an arcu.cJ's right to ~lfcclivc:~r,i,tax~cof counwl guaranteed
hy lhc Sixth Amcndmcnl 118 the U S . Cunrtilutiur~dnd A n d c I . $10 c ~ fthe
Texas Cunvilulion. O x State judiciary hit?hrd a lung hirlnry and tradilion
of scrupulously protecting those privileges and the accused's right lo counsel
of his or her chbice.
Amici scek leave to appear out of an abiding concern that the State's threat
to call Counsel to testify against his own client at the very trial they were retained to defend, infringes upan and undermines Ihose well-established legal
principles which underpin the adversary process.
Counsel herein respeftfully moves this Honorable Courl for leave to appear
as Amicus Curiae in the above entillcd and numbered cause sel far Friday,
April 24, 1987, at 2:M P.M., in this Court.
This case presents a dangerous precedent. A lawyer has been advised he will
be called by the prosecution to testify as a witness for the State against his own
client at the very trial he is defending.
It is the wsition ofboth the National Associationof Criminal Defense Law-

.

-

mention the obvious, and one might suspect intentional, intimidation such an axe
hanging over the head a less vigorous
counsel might have had. The prosecutor's
suggested solution was for defense counsel to withdraw.
It was for the very reason that the prosecution had attempted to exercise such a
unilateral wedge between a citizen and his
defender that Judge Walker was urged to
rule prior to trial and send a message to
other over-zealous prosecutors, that such
attempts to strip one side of our adversary
system of the advocate would not be tolerated. The Motion to Quash was granted.

Such action as wcil undermines the citizen's confidence in hrs chosen c w n set and in the fairnes of the criminal iustice svslem as a whole.
Mnre, imponanlly, such action, d~rcctcdat the ritimn'i only rcprcscnt~tivc
intimidates Cuunwl frum providing thc vigorous representatiu~~
lo which the
client is enlitled.
This'Honorable Court should reject the proseeulion's efforts to remove one
side's adversary from our adversary process
~

~

Respectfully submitted:
GOLDSTEIN, GOLDSTEIN & HILLEY
29th Flmr Tower Life Building
San Antonio, Texas 78205
By:
Gerald H. Goldstein
Bar #OBIOlOW
Altorncvs for the
N A T I O ~ A LASSOCIATION OF CRIMINAL
DEFENSE LAWYERS
TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
CERTlFICATE OF SERVICE

Gerald H Goldstein

ORDER
acting in'the best tradiiian of their profession.
By calling an attorney to testify at the very trial he has been retained to defend the prosecution cuts at the very quidr af our adversary system. By creating a conflict which otherwise would not exist, the prosecution deprives the
cilkdclient of the counsel of his or her choice.

On thrr date came on to be considered Motion for Leave to Appear as Amicus Curiae and said Motion is hereby
(GRANTED) (DENIED).
ENTERED t h i s day of April, 1987.
Judge Presiding
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DWI Practice Gems
The Use of Urinalysis in

DWI Prosecutions in Texas

by J. Gary Trichfer (featuring an article by Richard M. Sissman)
Preface
There are three methods of chemical
testing that have been statutorily approved
for evidentiary purposes in DWI pmsecutions. This month's practice gem features
an excellent article on one of those methods: urine testing. The article, authored by
Richard Sissman, is well researched and
a reading must for the defender of any
urine test, prosecution. This article will
also soon appear in TEXAS DRUNK
DRIVING LAW.

Introduction
In the prosecution of driving while intoxicated @WI) cases in Texas, the overau
purpose of chemical testing for intoxication is to determine the quantitative alcohol
concentration that has reached the hlood,
breath or urine of the suspect.' The degree
of impairment of a DWI suspect's mental
and physical faculties has direct hearing on
his driving ability. Samples of hrain tissue
or spinal fluid are the best indicators of the
quantitative presence of alcohol in tissue
andlor the degree of impairment; however,
there are practical problems inherent to
collection and storage of such samples.
Breath and hlood testing are two other
alternative means available that are more
convenient and less painful than either
spinal fluid or hrain tissue analysis. Chemical determination of alcohol concentration
by urinalysis is another such test.2
Texas permits the use of urinalysis to

Richard M. Sissman received his B.S.
degree from the State University of New
Yolk, Binghantton, in 1977. He received
an M.A. in C~iminalJustice Adminisfrationfrom the State University ofNew York,
Albany, in 1979. A J.D. degree was obtained fiom South Texas College of lnw
in 1985. He is a member of the Texas and
D.C. bars, and currently practices in
Honston, Terns.
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proven faulty because urinalysis has been
shown to be far less accurate than other
modes of testing, such as blood and
breath.' Accordingly, this method of inaccurate and unreliable testing took on
special significance in light of the .10 per
se intoxication statute which became effective in 1984.5
Under Article 6701(1)-l(a)(2)@), intoxication is defined as having an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more "in the body."
"[Ilnthe body" has been sub-defined and
limited by statute to mean hlood, breath,
and urine. Therefore, a person with an
alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more in
his urine at the time of driving, is considered to be legally int~xicated.~
Indeed,
such a person is deemed to be legally and
conclusively intoxicated even if his normal
mental andlor physical faculties are actually unimpaired.
J. Gary Trichferis a partner @the la~v In this regard, it is known that the avjirm of Mallett, Trichter & Brann bt erage alcohol concentration in a person's
Houston, T a s . He is co-author of the t a t urine is generally between 1.33 and 1.35
entitled Texas Drnnk Driving Law by But- times the concentration of alcohol in the
tenvorfhPublishers. Mr. nichter has also blood.7 Ostensibly speaking, it would not
be difficult to convert a urinalysis test
written many journal arlicles and has
taught as an adjund professor of law at result into a blood-alcohol test result. However, such is not the case. There are no
Sourh Texas College of Law and the
known studies that demonstrate the accurUniversity of Houston Law Center.
Driving while intoxicated criminal cases acy or reliability of urinalysis, absent a
are ripe with numerous legal issuesfor the correlation of either simultaneous hlood
andlor hreath analysis, or that validate the
innovativepractiiioner. Accordingly, the
followi~tgis offered as foodfor thought in use of urine testing alone.
Accordingly, it is the purpose of this
yourpraetice. In this regard, the author
article
to cover evidentiary concerns peralro invites your inquiries, suggesh'ons, artinent to urinalysis results and specimen
ticles, contriburions and comments.
admissibility m DW1 cases. Relevancy of
the urine chemical test will also be reviewed with a special emphasis placed
determine the amount of alcohol concen- upon the validity of the test theory and its
tration in a person's body in DWI cases.3 procedures.8 Lastly, issues regarding statuAccordingly, it is sometimes used, al- tory consent procedures, including the
though less frequently, by law enforcement noncousensnal taking of samples, shall also
to determine the alleged alcohol concen- he addressed.
tration of the suspect driver.
Urinalysistest results are premised upon
Alcohol Consumption as it
the notion that the results can he accurately
Pertains to Absorption
and reliably converted into and compared
and
Elimination of Alcohol
with hlood alcohol concentration test
From the Urine
results. However, this premise has been

Conversion Ratios
Upon ingestion into the body, alcohol is
secreted into the bladder nrine by diffusion
through the kidneys. Many scientific studies have consistently shown that the concentration of alcohol in the urine at the time
it is secreted in the kidneys is approximately 1.33 times that in the blood.g The
percentage of alcohol in a specimen of
urine as it is secreted in the kidney, if divided by 1.33, is said to provide a reasonably nccrrrnfe esthate of the alcohol
concentration of the blood.
However, 1.33 represents the average
alcohol ratio between the concentration of
alcohol in the blood and in the urine.'O Indeed, according to the American Medical
Association, the figures for the urine-blood
alcohol ratio range from 1.12 to 1.51 .'I
In a recent study of approximately 5,000
forensic cases with a positive alcohol result, over 1,000 were available in which
both blood and urine were present for comparison of alcohol content. The overall
urine to blood alcohol concentration ratio
was 1.57:1.00 with a range of 0.7:l.O up
to 21.0: 1.00.'2 This extremely wide range
of values demonstrates that a large degree
of error would probably be introduced if
a mean ratio (1.33) was used when predicting blood alcohol level from a urinealcohol level.13
Indeed, this is the position held by a majority of the scientific c o n ~ m u n i t yIt
. ~is~
the majority opinion of the scientific
community that urine-blood conversion is
not a means by which to reliably and accurately determine blood alcohol concentration and intoxication15. In this regard,
the Department of Transportation has
taken the position of discouraging urinalysis because of "various problems in the
interpretation of the results of analysis of
urine for alcohol which cannot be readily
overcome in law enforcement practice.'"6

Abso~lionof Alcohol
Ethyl alcohol, or ethanol, is the alcohol
commonly found in most libations. After
ingestion, it then passes to the stomach
where it is absorbed into the small intestine." Because of an enzyme called
alcohol dehydragenase (ADH), the vast
majority of the ethanol is metabolized by

the liver. In fact, only 3% of alcohol ingested is excreted through the urine.18
Otherwise, the blood eventually absorbs
alcohol and it is passed to the brain and
other organs. Urine is then formed in the
kidneys by filtration and separation of
blood cells from plasma by simple diffusion. The particles that are fdtered out with
water form a liquid glomerula filtrate, or
urine.19 This liquid then undergoes reahsorption so tbat useful by-products and
water are retained by the body and hazardous substances are expelled. Thereafter,
the filtrate (urine) passes from the kidneys
to the ureter and is stored in the bladder.20
Although the percentage of alcohol in a
specimen of urine as it is secreted in the
kidney will provide a reasonable estirnate
of the alcohol content in the blood, urine
from the kidneys is not easily obtainable.
Urine from the bladder is easily obtainable, but relating it to freshly secreted
urine in the kidney is difficult."
The bladder is evacuated at relatively infrequent intervals. Thus, the pool of urine
found in the bladder at any given time represents the accumulation of secreted urine
from the kidney as of the last emptying of
the bladder. However, it must be remembered that a specimen of bladder urine only
indicates the urine alcohol content at the
time the specimen was obtained. I n this
regard, estimationof theBAC (i.e., degree
of intoxication) at a time prior to the procurement of the specimen can be extrapolated (the time of driving), provided the
specimen was taken during the time the
peak blood alcohol percentage had been
reached.
However, this would only be possible if
the test subject's absorption and elimination rates were known at the time the specimen was taken.22 With regard to proper
evaluation of a subject's absorption and
elimination rates for law enforcement testing, it can be said that such rates are not
known and are continuously guessed at or
replaced by the use of average rates by
state expert witnesses.

Extrapolation and Correlation of
Urine Alcohol Concentration
(UAC) to Blood Alcohol
Concentralion (BA C)
Naturally, upon ingestion of alcohol, the

blood will absorb most of it prior to the
alcohol reaching the kidney and eventually
the bladder. This is referred to as "preabsorption phase."13 It is during this initial phase that alcohol in the blood will be
of a higher concentration than in the bladder
As pointed out by researchers N. Dunnett and K. J. Kimber, the BAC reaches
its peak level prior to bladder urine
reaching its peak. The ratio of BAC to
UAC during the pre-absorption phase is
greater than 1:1.25 If one were to sample
urine and blood simultaneously during the
first hours after alcohol consumption, the
UAC would be much lower than the BAC.
Dunnett and Kimber plotted a bellshaped curve to demonstrate the absorption of alcohol by the body. The downward
portion of the curve represents the "elimination phase" or "post-absorption" area
where the BAC to UAC ratio is less than
1:l and remains relatively constant. This
is where the sampling of bladder urine
should occur.26 T o determine if a subject
is in the "elimination phase," one must
withdraw at least two samples at spaced intervals. If the second sample's UAC reading is higher than the first, the "elitnination phase" has been entered.27However,
during this phase, pooled urine may represent an inflated reading as a result of urine
retention.28 Richard E. Erwin's hypothete
demonstrates the possibility of skewed
results:
Assume for instance that an alcoholfree subject consunled a large
amount of alcohol. That at the end
of one hour the individual's blood
alcohol concentration was . l o % . If
all of the urine was collected and
pooled within that hour's time it
would represent concentrations ranging from 0.0% to concentrations as
high as 0.13%, that urine accnmnlated at the very end of the drinking
process. The concentration, however, of the pooled urine specimens
would be an average of the two
levels or about 0.07%.
On the other hand if you were to
assume tbat a subject had been drinking for some time and had obtained
a blood alcohol level of 0.15% and
that he emptied his bladderjust prior
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to reaching that percent of blood
alcohol and does not urinate again
for two hours and further assume
that the individual had nothing further to drink during the final two
hour period he would be reducing his
alcohol concentration through detoxification and elimination at the rate
of approximately 0.025% per hour.
His blood alcohol concentration at
the end of two hours period should
then be approximately 0.10%. However, the total pooled urine obtained
during that two hour time period
would have a concentration approximating the average of the alcohol
concentration during the two hour
time period and an analysis of the
urine specimen should give a blood
alcohol level of approximately
0.125 %. Thus it is apparent that the
result obtained from the urinalysis
does not come within the tolerance
requirements of accuracy ordinarily
required for courts of law for determining the guilt or innocence of a
suspect .29
Accordingly, it is clear that a subject's
failure to completely void his bladder could
result in an abnormally high or low readFor example, what if a DWI suspect's urine testing for UAC and conversion specimen was derived several hours
after the initial stop by the law enforcement
officer wherein the UAC reading cow
veaed to above a 0.10 BAC level? It would
be conceivable that his BAC at the time of
his driving was below 0.10 and, therefore,
he was not legally intoxicated.
Defense counsel, in order to render effective assistance, must know to raise these
issues. However, he cannot, absent having a grasp of what urinalysis is all about.
Accordingly, to determine UAC at the
time of driving, it is necessary to extrapolate back to that time from the ioception of thetest. Learned counsel must look
to see if the specimen($ were retrieved
during the "post absorption phase" because UAC: BAC remains relat~velyconstant at 1.00: 1.33 during this phase. The
rate of alcohol elimination from the blood
during "post-absorption phase" is fairly
constant for most people (0.015% per
hour)." Of course, the elimination rate
may vary from person to person. Therefore, it is highly conceivable that your
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client, at the time of driving his vehicle,
was not legally intoxicated.

Proper Collection
and Preservation
Clearly, from the prosecution's standpoint, proper specimen collection is essential for obtaining accurate results.32 The
following is a summary of proper collection and preservation procedures.
First, it must be understood that bladder urine contains a "pool" of urine from
the kidney representing an accumulation of
secreted urine since the last voiding of the
bladder. Therefore, a sample retrieved
from someone who had not voided his
bladder for several hours would most probably contain a composite of one's blood
alcohol content throughout that time
period. This would not be an accurate
reflection of the blood alcohol concentration at any one point in time." To counter
this "pooled urine bias," the subject
should have initially voided his bladder. If
not accomplished, newly formed urine will
have diluted existing bladder urine, skewing the results.
Upon voiding, a second sample should
have been collected after 20-30 minutes
had elapsed from the first voidance. Upon
the taking of the specimen, the flask must
have been covered and secured so as to
prevent exposure to air containing other
organic materials." The sample should
also have been placed in a sterile beaker
by a qualified technician; however, unless
the DWI suspect is at a clinic or hospital,
such a technician is generally not available.
Exposure to organic substances can possibly cause an increase in the apparent
alcohol levels: putrefication of additional
organic material will create aldehydes and
alcohol^.'^ To inhibit putrefication, a retarding reagent, such as mercuric chloride
or sodium floride, is usually added to the
sample.

Specimen Analysis and
Qualification of Technicians
Pursuant to Article 67011-5 V.T.C.S.,
mandatory rules are set forth as to qualifications of persons administering blood
and breath test analysis and result^.'^ There
are no rules, regulations or statutes pertaining to the manner andlor means of
urine testing. However, it should be noted

that the statute provides that for a blood
specimen removal in a DWI prosecution,
orzly a ". . . physician, qualified technician, chemist, registered professional
nurse, or licensed vocational nurse under
the supervision or direction of a licensed
physician" can perform such a test.37
Moreover, even though the statute specifically provides that such named personnel
are not needed for breath and urine sample taking,38 it specifically provides for
brenth specimen sampling and analysis,
that the testing personnel be specially
trained and certified by theTexas Department of Public Safety as a prerequisite to
the admission of any breath test result.'g
Indeed, with regard to breath testing, the
68th Legislature provided in Section 3b
and c of Section 4 of Article 67011-5 that
the admissibility of test results is contingent
upon application of stringent regulations
for specimen analysis and technician qualifications. These Regulations are specifically set out in section 19.1 et. seq. of the
Texas Department of Public Safety Breath
Alcohol Testing Reg~lations."~
Notwithstanding the absence of a statutory provision setting requirements for
urine testing procedure or technician qualifications, case law has mandated that urinalysis test results be admitted through use
of expert testimony after there is a full
showing of hislher qualifications.
InLopez v. State, the court held that for
a technician to express an opinion on an
urinalysis result, he would first be required
to have technical training as to the human
body, theeffect of alcohol on the body, as
well as the degree of intoxication produced
by the use of alcohol.41Without such qualifications, the technician is prohibited from
testifying.
Following Lopez, the Court of Criminal
Appeals in Fletcher v. State held that a
B.S. degree in chemistry plus two years
training concerning the effects of alcohol
on the body, in addition to falniliarity with
findings from the National Safety Council
and the American Medical Association and
other contemporaneous literature, was sufficient to qualify a technician for testifying.'?
In summation, although case law has set
out certain provisos as to what predicate
qualifications are needed for a technician
to testify for urinalysis results to be admissible, there are no existing statutory guidelines as to technician qualification or

urinalysis procedure which, if instituted,
would lend uniformity and possible wider
acceptance of results.

Therefore, it seems likely that courts will
require a similar predicate for DWI urine
testing.

Proper Predicate
There is no case law in Texas that is
directly on point regarding the proper
predicate for the admissibility of urinalysis
results in a DWI case. However, the court
in Isaacks v. State advocates virtually the
same predicate for the admissibility of
urine tests detecting controlled substances
in urine (the "EMIT" test4'), as the courts
have held for breathalyzer tests for alcohol.
The common law proper predicate for
admissibility of test results in the breathalyzer exam consists of the following:

I) the use of properly compounded chemicals;
2) the existence of periodic supervision
over the machine and its operation by
one who understands the scientific
theory of the machine; and,
3) proof of the results of the test by a
witness qualified to interpret the result~.~*

Consent
Consenf Under Statute
As is set out in V.T.C.S. 67011-5 $1:
Any person who operates a motor vehicle upon the public highways or upon
a public beach in this state shall be
deemed to have given consent, subject
to the provisions of this Act, to submit
to the taking of one or more specimens
of his breafl~or blood for the purpose
of analysis to determine the alcohol concentration or the presence in his body
of a controlled substance or drug if arrested for any offense arising out of acts
alleged to have been committed while
a person was driving or in actual
physical control of a motor vehicle
while intoxicated. Any person so arrested may consent to the giving of any
other type of specimen [i.e., urine] to
determine his alcohol concentration, but
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basis of his operation of a motor vehicle upon the public highways or upon
a public beach in this state, to have
given consent to give any type of specimen other than a specimen of his breath
or blood. [emphasis added]
This statute provides that consent is
"deemed" to have been given only with
respect to a blood or breath sample. Any
request by the state for the taking of other
body specimens, i.e., urine, requires the
-press consent of the arrestee.

Colisenf Under Case Law
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Constitution and Article I, Section 9 of the sent.51
In McKenna v. Stafe,a case in which the
Texas Constitution.
In Aliff v. State.46 the warrantless seizure defendant had been arrested and did not
of a blood sample requested by an officer expressly consent to the urine specimen
of the state, was permissible where prob- collection, the court held the results inable cause existed along with exigent admissible on the ground that the police
grounds, i.e., rapidity of alcohol dissipa- violated the defendant's statutory rights, as
tion in the blood. In Rodriguez v. S t ~ f e , ~ 7provided in Article 67011-5, by taking the
the Court of Criminal Appeals additionally urine sample without his consent.52
held that the taking of bodily samples, including breath samples, does not fall under
Relevancy v. the Danger of
a testimonial communication protected by
Unfair Prejudice
the privileges against compulsory selfincrimination under either the state or
Urinalysis test results, to be admissible,
federal Constitution or under the seminal are subject to our rules of evidence.
United States Supreme Court decision of Evidence is admissible, if for the most
Miranda v. Ari~ona.~g
part, it is considered relevant. As is set out
Notwithstanding the fact that a suspect under Rule 401 of the Texas Criminal
may not invoke his Fifth Amendment pro- Rules of Evidence, evidence is deemed
tection against self-incrimiuation on the relevant if it has ". . . any tendency to
grounds of Mironda's safeguards as a basis make the existence of any fact that is of
for refusal to take a breath or blood sam- consequence to the determination of the acple to determine alcohol concentration, the tion more probable or less probable than
Court of Criminal Appeals has stated that it would be without the e ~ i d e n c e . "In
~~
there are constitutional andlor statutory other words, does the evidence possess
protections still available.
sufficient value to justify its acceptance
More specifically, the court held in into evidence?
McCnmbridge v. State, that "[dlue process
The relevancy of evidence is the existconcerns could be involved if the police ence of the relationship between the item
initiated physical violence while admin- offered into evidence and what it tends to
istering the test [or] refused to respect a establish. Query: Does the evidence ofreasonable request to undergo a different fered tend to prove what it additionally
form of testing, or responded to resistance sought to provide?
with inappropriate force . . ." upon the
Furthermore, one can extrapolate that
suspect's refusal to take an exam.49
the evidence introduced must be a fact that
Although constitutional grounds may not is of consequence to the determination of
come into play upon the taking of a sam- the action sought to be proved. If the eviple, upon the suspect's arrest, statutory dence is not of consequence to the deterprovisions under Article 67011-5 may take mination ol'thc action,~thcnthc acccplancc
hold and offer the suspect the needed pro- of the item should bc denied on the grounds
tection from specimen taking.
that it is not relevant.
Case law clearly holds that the seizure
Therefore, with regard to the admissiof bodily fluids, as urine, without the con- bility of urinalysis, when the test results
sent of the suspect at the time of his ar- are offered into evidence this questionmust
rest, is a non-consensual seizure. In the beposed: Does the evidence tend to prove
case of Darland v.
a non-arrest the matter sought to be proved? In other
case, the defendant was followed by a words, is the urine test result relevant to
police officer into a hospital restroom, show the sobriety or intoxication of the
whereupon the officer placed a styrofoam defendant at the time of his driving?
cup in front of the defendant as he urinated.
If the test's ability to make such a deterAt the time of the taking of the sample, the mination is of a highly questionable nature,
defendant did not consent or object to the drawn upon logical experience and scientaking of the urine. The officer then had tific reasoning, then said test should be
the urine specimen tested in a police deemed not relevant. Accordingly, as per
laboratory. The court held that at the time Rule 402, Tex. R. Cr. Evid., evidence
of the taking of fhe urine specimen, the which is not relevant is not admissible and,
defendant was not under arrest and that, therefore, the urine analysis test result
therefore, the sample taken was admissi- should not be admissible. This conclusion
ble even though there was no express con- becomes more clear when the rules of evi-
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dence are coupled with scientificfindings.

Sufficiency of Urine Test
v. Reasonable Doubt
Evidence must be sufficient to support
a conviction of a defendant: The test for
sufficiency of the evidence is whether any
rational trier of fact could have found the
essential elements of the crime beyond a
reasonable doubt."
Placing a high level of doubt within the
mind of the trier of fact is the touchstone
for acquitting the defendant. Doubt can be
raised by demonstrating to the trier of fact
that, at the time of the taking of the urinalysis examination, subsequent to the
defe~zdartf'sdriving, that said chemical
reading was not, in fact, indicative of
defendant's level of intoxication at the rime
ofhis driving. Indeed, from a quantitative
viewpoint, the likelihood of a defendant
having a 0.10 or greater reading at the time
of driving would be just as probable as it
being below a 0. I0 reading.
Ordinarily, sufficiency of urine evidence
argument by a defendant, based solely on
a chemical test may be offset by the prosecutor's introduction of oral testimony,
usually from the arresting
However, ease law suggests that such an argument, absent officer opinion testimony,
would merit a directed verdict.56
In this regard, it must be remembered
that the rate at which ethanol is oxidized
is not constant for an individual. Indeed,
the rate of oxidation varies within the same
person with time, and also from one occasion to the next. This rate of oxidation
range varies from 0.010% to 0.025% per
hour.j7 Accordingly, in order to acoumulate alcohol in the body, the rate of
absorption must exceed the rate of its
elimination. When the defendant ceases
consumption and absorptionis completed,
the alcohol concentration will fall as the
liver metabolizes the alcohol.58
To take this one step further, when a
chemical test is administered, it must
always be remembered that the text results
demonstrate the alcohol concentration at
the time the sample was administered and
not at the time of the defendant's driving.
Therefore, with specific reference to sufficiency, the alcohol concentration at a
period of time prior to the test, could have
been one of three possibilities: 1) higher
than at the time of the reading; 2) the same
as at the time of the reading; or, more im-

portantly, 3) lower than at the time of the
reading."
Accordingly, the argument that should
be made by defense counsel is that at the
time of defendant's driving, his level of
intoxication was below that of 0.10. This
is so because there is no way to detwmine
whether or not the defendant was absorbing or eliminating alcohol. If the reading
was taken while the defendant was in the
absorption phase, the likelihood of a
reading lower than 0.10 existing at the time
of driving would he substantial; while if
the reading was taken during the elimination phase, the converse would be true.w
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Notwithstanding, with three possibilities
for application of one subsequent test
result, the measure of proof falls not only
below that required for reasonable doubt,
but also that required for preponderance
fmdings.
Therefore, absent corroborating evidence (i.e., testimony of arresting officer),
the measure of constitutional sufficiency
of evidenceby finding intoxication through
urinalysis, beyond a reasonable doubt, can
not be met.

Conclusion
Urinalysis as used within the law enforcement community for alcohol concentration analysis is neither accurate nor
reliable. The continued use of urinalysis
as a means to determine a DWI suspect's
sobriety, or lack thereof, flies in the face
of a constitutional standard of proof
beyond a reasonable doubt. Clearly, urinalysis conducted for the purpose of determining one's alcohol concentration is
scientifically indefensible and legally insufficient to support a conviction absent
officer opinion testimony.
Accordingly, it is recommended that
Article 67011-5, Section 3, he amended to
delete urine alcohol concentration as a
means by which a person can be convicted
o f a 0.10 per se DWI. Only by acceptance
and recognition of the shortcomings of
urinalysis testing can society be guaranteed
that an innocent citizen will not be wrongly
and unjustly convicted of DWI based upon
0.10 urine alcohol concentration.

avercameinlaw enforcem6nt practice, urinalysis to
determine slmhol cmcentralian In blood be discauraecd. erceot under strictlv conlmllcd conditions
or fur the p u r p w of dcmon,trating recent inge.\iion
of ~ I c o I I u I . 'The NHISA accordingly holds the positim thrt chsnlicdl t a t s uf blood or breklh ire
preferred.
4. For 1984, Texas Inw enforcement agencies administered 119,393 breathalyzer tests. MOTOR
VEHICLE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS. D. 38 TEXAS
DEW. OF PUBLIC SAFETY (1984, ust tin. Texas).
In 1984. DPS offered to administer 83.527 breath
tcsts, 2.367 blood tat,, and28 urine trsts. A I.OOK
A1'I)WI . . . ACCIDENTS, VICl'lhlS. ARKiE.S'IB,
TEXAS ~))irr.01:I'unLIc s A w r Y (1984.
Austin, Texas).
5. Article67011-5, Sec. 3(a), TEX. CODE ANN.,
known as Senate Bill I (SBI), which becamc effeetive January 1, 1984, ch&bed the law in Tcxss
regarding the weigh1 of scientific evidence in DWI
cases. Under the old law a person was "presumed"
intoxicated with a blwd alcohol level of 0.10%
whereas, under SBI, a person is concluded to be
intoxicated-evenifthepe~n is, in fact, uninpired,
E@aciiivcMarch28,1985,SB1 was amended by altering thedclinition ofthe I 0 p e r m " per reprovision by ddelcting the word "percent".
6. Intoxication is detiied by statute at Art.
67011-l(a)(Z)(b), TEX. CODE ANN. as:
b) havingan almholmllcentmion of0.10 or more.
House Bill No. 51 deleted thcward "percent" from
the definition of intoricafion as it had been defined
under Senate Bill No. I (January 1, 1984).
7. Winek, Charles L.; Murphy, Kathy L.; Winek,
Traeey A., Ihe UnreliebiliryofUsinga Urine EIIratml
Co~~cenrmtion
lo Predict a Blood Elhand C m z m tmtlo~l,25 FORENSlC SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL 277, (1984) (hereinafter Winek).
8. Urinalysis is primarily used for alcohol deternlination and this discussion will not address urine
testing for other purpuses. However, it shauld be
noted that urine testing for contmlled substances is
frequently used in probaion revxation hearings and
private industry. One of the mast popular mechanical
systems used is E.M.I.T. (Enzyme Multiplied
tmmuno-Assay Technique). To date, in at least one
case, E.M.I.T. findingshavebeen inadmissible based
on the "Frye doctrine." See Ismckr v. Smre, 646
S.W.Zd602 (Tex. App.--Houstan 114th Disl.] 1983).
9. Other constant ratios of blood alcohol to other
medium are:
brainlblwd
0.85-0.90ll.W
spinal fluidlblwd
l.III.0
plasmalwhole blood
1.1-1.5lI.O
10. "Average," of course, denotes a parficular
danger of wrongful canvietionofan innocent person
who does not fall within the mean.
I I. Almhol ond the hprired Driver, NATIONAL
SAFETY COUNCIL, p. 71 (1984).
12. Winek, Charles L.; Murphy, Kathy L.; Winek,
Tracey A., nre Unrelabili~yofUsin8 n U~itteEthnml
Co~ice~~lmrion
to Predict a Blood Eihruml Cmcelilrrios. 25 FORENSIC SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL 277, (1984) (hereinafter Winek).
13. Id. at p. 277.
14. In anofher recent study, representing a minority
viewpoint, it was found that urine alcohol wncentration may bo used to predict blood itleohol concentration with confidence and reliability in the results.
Wasche, June Gmnpf, Comparison of Blood and
Udze Alcohol Lewis, 13:3 MIDWESTERN ASSO-
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1. Moenssens, Andre A,; Moses. Ray E.; Imbau,
Fred E., SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE IN CRlMlNAL
CASES, P. 239 (2nd Ed., 1973) (hereinafter
~oenss&)
2. Id. at p. 239.
3. The NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRANSPORTA'TION SAFBI'Y Al)MINIS'rKATION (NIITSA).
UNI~KI)Sl'ATILS l)l%'AK'l'Ml~N'l'
012 TRANS.
POK'I'A'I'ION III(;HWAY SAI'liTY PKOGRAM
MANUAL NO. 8 advocates that because of the
varmus problem in interpretation of !he results of
analysisof urine for alwhol which cannot be readdy
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(I) Continuous observation ofthe subject for a minimum period of time as set by the Scientific DLrector prior tocollection ofthc breath specimen
during which period the subject must not have
ingested alcoholic beverages or other fluids,
reeureitated. vomited. eaten. or smoked.

cess to the instrument and allied equipment.
(3) The useofa system blankanalysis inconnection
with the tcsting of each subject.
(4) The analysis of a suitable reference sample, such
as air equilibrated with a reference solution of
known alcohol content at a known temperature,
the result of which analysis must agree with the
reference sample value within the limits af
k0.01% W N , or such limiu as set by theSeientific Director. This analysis shall immediately
precede or immediately follow thc analysis of the
breath of the subject.
(5) The results of an analysis as defined by statute
shall be expressed in terms of % W/V to the secand decimal place as found; for eranple, 0.237%
found shall be reported as 0.23%.
(6) Proper and adequate records of operations,
analyses, and results as stated by the Scientific
Drrector shall be maintained.
(7) Breath alcohol testing operators and the testing
techniqueas set fanh in this section shall be supervised in each laboratory or agcncy engaged in
breath alcohol analysis by a Technical Supervisor
having the minimum qualifications set forth in
"10.4 of this title (relating to Technical Supervision)."
,
Sections 19.3(a)(l); 19.3(a)(2); and 19.3@)(1-5).
respectively set out application, receipt and renewal
of operator certification as set out below.
a. Initial Certification
(I) In order to apply for ccnifieationas moperator of a breath alcohol testing instrument,
an applicant must show the successfi~lconkpletian of a course of instruction approved
by the Scientific Director which course must
include as a minimum the following:
(A) A minimum of three (3) hours of instruction a n the effecrsof alcohol on the
human body.
(B) A minimum of three (3) hours of instruction an the operational principles
of theselected breath alcohol testine instmmcnt which is to include:
(i) A function description afthe testing
method.
(ii) A detailed operational description
of the method with demonstrations.
(C) A minimum of five (5) hours of instruelion a n Texas legal aspects of breath
alcohol testing.
ID) A minimam of three 13) hours of in-

(appmximakly huo hours) required will
be considered part of the course.
(0) In the event an operator is certified to
operate a specific type or brand of
equipment and desires to be cenified on
an additional tvoe or brand of eaulo-

but not limited lo thc operation of the
instrument and allidequipment and the
proper reporting procedures and analysis resula.
(2) The satisfactory completion of a refresher
course ofat least four hours duration, the cantcnt of which will include but not be limited

tians to acquaint the applicant with
proper operation of the new type or
brand of equipment.
(2) In order to receive initial certification as an
operator of a breath alcahol tcsting instrument. an aoolicant must satisfactorilv com-

analysis and reporting procedures.
(C) A discussion of procedural updates resulting from recent court decisions and
leeislation.

lowing:
(A) A written examination which shall cover
the academic or lecture material
presented in the course of instructions.
(B) A laboratory examination which shall
cover acNal operations of the mstrument
and allied equipment on which the operator is to be certified by analyzing
unknown reference samples and abtaining results on all the samples within the
limits as set by the Scientific Director.
If thc correct value is not obtained,
within thcse limits, on all ofthesanples,
then the operator will be given a second
set of test samoles. If the correct value

presented in the refresher course and
during the basic course of instruction.
(3) The renewal of thecertificate will be denied
and the operator's current certification will
be inactivated when the operator:
(A) Fails to fallow established procedures,
(B) Uses other than a proper technique,
(C) Fails the laboratory examination, or
(D) Fails the written examination.
(4) An operator who is denied rencwal will be
given the reason for failure and is not eligible to be examined again for a period of 90
days. Failure thc second and subsequent times
wkl require six months to lapse before
reexamination.

~~~~~~

~

~~~
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ing.
(E) A minimum of ten (10) hours of laboratory participation using appropriate
equipment. Laboratory practice will include the analysis of refcrrnce alcohol
samples, as well as thc analysis of the
actual drinking subjects.
(F) Time spent an requircd examinations

has failed the examination.
(C) If an applicant fails either the writtenor
laboratory portion of the examination,
after the expiration of 90 days the applicant may request a second examination. Ifthe applicant fails thc sccondexamination, theapplicant may not request
subsequent examinations until six
months have elapsed since the last
examination.
In order to be certified as an operator of a
breath alcohol testing instrument, an applicant must have established that after certification the operator will be paaicipating in a
breath testing program that meets the requiremcnts of 619.2 of this title (relating to Approval of Techniques, Mcthads, and Programs) and 619.9(1) ofthis titlc (relating to
Explanation of Terms and Actions) and has
been approved by the Scientific Director.
b. Renowal of Currcnt Certification. Theoperator is required to renew certification prior
to its expiration date. The minimum requirement for renewal ofthe operator's certificate
will he:

using alcoholic reference sample equipment
under thedirect andclose scrutiny a f a Technical Supervisor. The operator will be evaluated on the basis of ability to:
(A) Use proper techniques,
(B) Obtain proper instrumental results, and
(C) Pollow eslablished pmcedures including

or revoked.
41. See Lopez v. Smte, 225 S.W.2d 852
(Tcx.Crim.App. 1950).
42. Flercher v. Smfe. 382 S.W.2d 931, 933
(Tex.Crim.App. 1964).
43. In ImoCs XI. State, 646 S.W.2d 6Q2.603 (Tex.
App. 1983). the Court held that the results of an
"EMIT" system test wereadmissible if it was shown
that the machine was periodically checked for accuracy by one who understands its scientific theory,
expert to
and prwf must be offered by a qualified
interpret the results.
44. Cody v . Smre, 548 S.W.2d 401 (Tcx.Crin1.
App. 1977). The court in this instance revcned a DWI
conviction hccause the breathalyzer operator failed
to fulfill the necessary predicate. Bar see Mdlnn v.
Sfole, 668 S.W.2d 427 (Tex.App. 1984).
45. Srl,nwber v. Cnlifon~in,384 US. 757 (1966);
McKe,mn I,. Srore, 671 S.W.2d I38 (Tex.App.Houston 1984).
46. Al$n Sme, 627S.W.2d 166. 168 (Tex.Crirn.
Aoo. 19821: SeePesbrn I,. Sfare. 676 S.W.2d 122.
~T&.~rim'.koo.1984) (en b a n d
47. Rodriguez il.~ & , ' 6 3 l S . W . Z 515,517
~
(Ter.
Crim.App. 1982).
48. Mirmda v. An'rono, 384 U S . 436 (1966);
McCa,nbridge v. Smte, 712 S.W.Zd499, 504 fn. 16
(Tex.Crim.App. 1986); see also South DnkoIo #,.
Neville, 459 U.S. 553 (1983); Bass v. Sfore, 723
S.W.2d 687 (Tex.Crim.App. 1986); McGirtIy L,.
Smre. 723 S.W.2d 719 1Tex.Crim.A~~.1986):
7ho,&s I,. Smre, 701 S . W . Z 653
~ (~exdrim.~pi.
1985).
~
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Appellate Developments:
"Can I Get Out On Bond While MY Case
Is On Appeal?"
by John H. Hagler, Dallas
Perhaps the most frequently asked question after a defendant is sentenced is: "Can
I get out on hond while my case is on appeal?" Hopefully, this article will provide
some answers to that question and will provide some useful motions that can be used
by the practitioner. It is not the purpose
of this article to provide an in-depth survey
of the case law, statutes, and applicable

(10) years. See Article 42.09, Section 4,
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. On the
other hand, if the sentence is ten (10) years
or less, the defendant can stay in the county
jail unless he requests in open court or by
written motion to he transferred. In this
respect it is important to advise the defendant (who has received ten years or less)
that, if he requests to be transferred to
T.D.C. and he is transferred, he cannot
later be released on hond pending the appeal. See Article 42.09, Section 4, supra.
However, a defendant, who received fifteen years or less but more than ten years
and was involuntarily transferred to
T.D.C., can he bench-warranted hack to
the sentencing court and an appeal bond
can he posted.

2. Under the provisions of Article
44.04, Texas Code of Criminal Procedure,
the Defendant is entitled to he released on
reasonable bond pending the determination
of the appeal.
3. In ExparteDavila, 623 S.W.2d408
(Tex.Crim.App. 1981) thecourt listed the
relevant factors in setting a bond pending
appeal. They are:
N ~ S .
a. the punishment assessed;
The answer to the defendant's question
b. the nature of the offense;
is that he will most likely be entitled to be
c. the defendant's work record,
released on hond pending the appeal of his
family ties, and length of resiconviction if the punishment does not exdency;
ceed fifteen (15) years. See 44.04(a) and
d. ability to make the bond;
(b), Texas Code of Criminal Procedure.
e. conformity with previous bond
Of course, the fifteen (15) year limit exconditions; and
plains the familiar prosecution argument
f. other outstanding bonds.
asking the jury to assess punishment at
4. In the present case (1) the Defendant
fifteen years and a day. [An exception
Setting of the Appeal Bond
was convicted of a non-violent crime; (2)
exists when the defendant is convicted for
sentence was assessed at
The first step in securing the release of
an offense listed under Section 4.012(b),
(3)
the Defendant has no prior criminal
the defendant is to file a motion with the
Texas Controlled Substances Act (i.e. a
convictions and bas no
pending
trial court requesting that a reasonable
repeat drug offender); also, under Article
cases; (4) the Defendant has strong ties to
44.04(c), Texas Code of Criminal Pro- bond be set. A suggested motion is as his family an*
(5) the Defenfollows:
cedure, the trial court may deny bond "if
dant has limited financial resources, and
there then exists good cause to believe that
(6) the Defendant has had no prior hond
NO.
the defendant would not appear when his
forfeitures.
conviction became fmal or islikely to com- THE STATE OF TFXAS ) IN THR
5. The Defendant has limited financial
JUDlCUL
mit another offense while on bail."]
resources, hut can probably post a 1
I DISTRICT COURT OF
The second question most frequently \'S
bond. It is questionable if hecan
asked by a defendant is whether he can stay
counru. TEXAS
post an appeal bond in a greater amount.
i
in the county jail during the appeal or while
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDhe is attempting to raise the funds needed
MOTION TO SET BOND
ERED, the Defendant respectfully requests
to post an appeal bond. Theanswer to this
PENDING APPEAL
that the Court conduct an evidentiary hearsecond question is that he must be transing and that, at the conclusion of th&bearferred to the Texas Department of Correc- TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF ing, the Court set the appeal bond in the
tions (T.D.C.) if his sentence exceeds ten SAID COURT:
amount of
NOW COMES, the Defendant, by and
through his undersigned attorney, and
Respectfully submitted,
respectfully requests that the Court set a
reasonable band in the foregoing cause and
would show the following:
ATTORNEYFOR
John H. Hagler +va$formerly an Assis1. On
the Defendant was
DEFENDANT
tant City Attorney for Dallas and was an convicted of the offense of
Assistant District Attonley in Dallas Courr- and punishment was assessed at - ORDER
ty from 1972 to 1983. Since that date he
. On
the Defendant
IT is the ORDER of this Court that an
has been in private practice in Dallas. filed a notice of appeal.
evidentiary hearing will be held on the
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day of
1987, at
. M .
ENTERED on this the

Appellant
VS .
THE STATE OF TEXAS,
Appellee

o'clock

, 1987.

day of

The attorney for the State does not oppose
the setting of the appeal bond in that
amount.

MOTION TO SET AN APPEAL BOND
JUDGE
During the evidentiary hearing, the Defendant needs to present testimony in support of his request for the setting of a
reasonable appeal bond. Such testrmony is
necessary in the event that the trial court
sets an unreasonably high bond. The order
of the trial court setting the amount of the
bond is now an appealable order. See Article 44.04(g), Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. However, in order to perfect the
appeal, a written notice of appeal must be
filed. Once the notice of appeal is given,
the statement of facts of the bond hearing must be sent to the appellate court
within fifteen (15) days. See Rule 44(a),
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure. Even
though such a bond case is given preference by the appellate court, it often takes
4-8 weeks for a decision to be rendered by
the court after the record is filed. Also, a
decision by the Court of Appeals is subject to review by the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals. See Rule 44(d), supra.

TO THE HONORABLE COURT OF
APPEALS:
COMES NOW the Appellant in the
above styled cause, by and through his
undersigned attorney, and fdes this Motion
to Set an Appeal Bond pending final determination of the appeal pursuant to Article
44.04(h), Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, and in support thereof would show
the following:

I.
The Appellant was convicted for the offense of
and the jury
assessed punishment at
years.
[See Cause No.
from
the
Judicial District Court of
County, Texas.]
The Court of Appeals reversed the conviction in Cause No.
on the ground that
The trial court fde reflects that the pretrial bond was set at

11.
The Appellant has been in continuous
custody since
.It is the
understanding of the undersigned attorney
that the Appellant has limited resources but
can post a bond in the amount set forth
above.
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Appellant would move that a
reasonable bond he set in this case.
Respectfully submitted,

ATTORNEYFOR
APPELLANT
Since the Court of Appeals has little information to assist it in the setting of the appeal bond, it isimportant to set out specific
facts in such motion. Of course, an agreed
motion with the State would he the most
helpful to the Court. Secondly, the amowt
of the bond prior to the trial would give
the Court some guidance in the setting of
such bond.
It is hoped that the foregoing information will provide the practitioner with
some general rules of thumb in advisii~g
a defendant regarding his release pending
4
appeal.

Appeal Bond After a Reversal
As previously mentioned, a defendant is
not eligible for release on bond pending the
appeal if his sentence exceeds fifteen (15)
years. However, if the Court of Appeals
reverses the conviction, adefendant is entitled to the setting of an appeal bond
regardless of the length of the confmement.
See Article 44.04(h), Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. Therefore, it is imponant
to immediately notify a defendant of his
right to have such an appeal bond set. A
suggested motion to be fded with the Court
of Appeals is as follows:
NO.
IN THE
COURT OF APPEALS
SUPREME
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
, TEXAS

SENTENCING ALTERNATIVE
PLANNING
Our Defense Pre-Sentence Investigations and Reports:
0 Carry favorable weight in the sentencing decisions of
85% of the judges who read them.
0 Minimize potential post-conviction problems
0 Incorporate anticipated changes in federal and state
sentencing practicing
Include a sentencing recommendation and, when ap~ropriate,alternatives to incarceration
--

Sentencing and Parole Consultants
National Legal Services
710 Lake View Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30308
Call now: 1-800-241-0095
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Appeal by Videotape
Kentucky's Amazing Experience
by Justice Jim Brady, Austin Court of Appeals

Cost of the record on appeal will be
slashed 90% or more if Texas adopts the
Kentucky system of videotaped "statement
of facts." Time savings are fantastic as
well. Space savings in our overloaded
clerk's offices will be tremendous. Equipment costs will pay for itself in a year.
Trial judges can have that secretary or
briefing attorney they have always wanted.
Imagine having a couple of small VCR
cassettes which will contain the entire trial
record from voir dire to final arguments.
State-of-the-art video equipment is being
used in otherjurisdictions including Florida, North Carolina, Washington State as
well as in Kentucky.
For approximately three years, the trial
courts of Kentucky have experimented
with videotaping of both jury and non-jury
civil and criminal trials. The record on appeal is ready immediately upon completion
of the trial and reaching of the verdict by
the fact finder. No delays in waiting for
weeks or months for a court reporter's typing of a long fact statement. Savings of
hundreds of dollars per appeal are proof
of the value of the new system.
Appellatejudges instead of pouring over
volunies of trial testimony, simply turn on
their videotape player, push in a cassette,
and hy means of calibrated trial log can
view instantly portions of the record
desired. Your writer, having reviewed
several cases by this method, echos the
statement of Chief Judge J. William
Howerton of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, that "video is here to stay."
Every lawyer m Texas has fumed and
fussed about delay in obtaining a "Statement of Facts" fmm the busy conrt reporter.
Every trial judge has wished he could have
an immediate transcription of the testimony
or events which had occurred earlier in the
trial. Every appellatejudge has spent hour
upon hour with his desk piled high with
one to ten volumes of testimony, most of
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which was not needed at all and did not
affect the outcome of the appeal. All this
will now be a thing of the past when Texas
courts come into the 20th century and follow the lead of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky!
Texas will soon drown in the flood of
litigation. By the year 1990, new civil and
criminal case filings and appeals will increaseimmensely. According to the Office
of Court Administration's 10th Amual
Report, there were 1,200,000 cases pending in our trial courts at the close of 1986.
district and County Courts-At-Law disposed of 1,174,512 cases in 1986, of
which nearly 7,600 wereappealed. The 14
Texas Courts of Appeal handled nearly
8200 cases last year, over 102 per justice!
The Texas Supreme Court kept pace with
some 2,160 dispositions, and stillhad some
350 appfications for writ of error pending

at the end of 1986.
It doesn't take a degree in higher
mathematics to realize that by the year
2000, Texas may have to double the number of trial and appellatecourtsjust to keep
even with the litigation explosion. Use of
today's technology is the only hope we
have to solve this growing problem. Criminal case filings have shot up as much as
37% in some Texas counties including
Jefferson and Nueces. San Antonio had a
25% increase in criminal cases filed in
1986, with other major metropolitan areas
not far behind.
Presently our 374 district courts of
Texas handle an average of 1,625 cases per
judge per year! The money saved by the
use of videotape would be sufficient for
each district court in the State to have
either a full-time secretary of briefing attorney, or both. The recent videotape
"Justice for Justice" produced by the State
Bar of Texas, compels every lawyer and
judge in Texas to take a close hard look
at the Kentucky experience. As stated by
Justice Robert M. Campbell of the Texas
Supreme Court, the trial courts in Texas
are operating just like they did 150 years
ago, with onejudge, one court reporter and
one bailiff. Modern state-of-the-art equipment such as videotape, audio recordings,
or the CAT system (computerized augmented transcription), although available.
are not used. As Justice Campbell points
out, less than one-third of one percent of
our entire state budget goes to the third
branch of government, our judicial system!
Such a scandal is staggering. As Chief
Justice John Hill stated: 'Tf Texas citizens
knew about these facts, they would rise up
and do something about it before it is too
late."
In addition to all the statistics published
by the Office of Court Administration in
its fiscal 1986report, the 950 Justice of the
Peace courts handled over a million and

one half cases. In the 847 cities which have
municipal courts, there were over 5 million causes disposed of during 1986. Here
is the entire list:
Court
Causes Dispobed Of
Texas Supreme Court
2,169
Texas Courts of Appeals
8,161
3318
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
607,571
The 374 Texm District Courts

The Texas County Court-At-Law 566.941 any kind. Technical improvements such as
Justice of the Peace
1,174,512 the videotaping of trials, audio taping now
Texas Municipal Courts
5,390,860 experimentally in use in Dallas, and the
new CAT system all offer advantages over
Total is over 7% million causes, enough our 150-year-old system of trial court
to scare the pants off of all of us! These reporting. Time is of the essence. Texas
are based on published statistics of the must he willing to come into the 21st century, or we will he dragged there kicking
Office of Court Administration.
Unfortunately, there will he some law- and screaming. Now is the time for action.
yers and judges who will resist change of We can wait no longer.

Jury Selection-The

Voice Listens

by Caihy E. Benneff
Living in sunny Galveston and travelling
throughout Texas and the rest of the states
leads me to want to discuss with the
readers of the Voice an ever present concern of mine. Let's face it folks, jury selection is our number one hope for a fair
trial-whatever that means. Perhaps it
means 2 or 3 open-minded jurors or one
or two jurors that have had enough life
experiences to not judge someone too
severely just because they've erred in their
judgment. What it certainly doesnot mean
is the presumption of innocence or the
burden of proof, because anyone that has
ever wandered into the hallowed caurts of
justice knows that those are beautiful myths
in 1987.
If I could wave a wand and make it all
the way it is supposed to hein courtrooms,
I would. If I could wish one thing for you
overworked and poorly compensated criminal defense lawyers, it would be that you
started your cases with fair minded citizens
that wanted to listen to your case without
reflecting on peer or family pressure
should they say the most beautiful words
in the English language, "Not Guilty".
Unfortunately my bag of skills does not
possess a magic wand and I, as you, am
left with my human instincts and the perseverance to continue insisting that our
clients have the right to a jury that will give
him or her a fair shake.
Perseverance, you say, we have plenty
of that. We work hard on our cases, see
our clients, and collect the law to present
to the court. Yes, that is one form of
persevering, I am directing my efforts to
encouraging you to go a step further. This
column generally gives ideas to the ctimrnal practitioners of Texas on voir dire
questions, questionnaires, the law of jury

selection and other related matters. This
issue I want to crawl up on my old wooden
stump and suggest we gather our forces
and fight for better jury selection procedures. It's our responsibility to our pmfessions to see to it that legislation is
supervised and that we have lobbyists there
to voice our concerns that the jury system
be returned to its original intended form.
We must file every appropriate motion
that urges the court to allow adequate time
to uncover juror bias and predisposition.
We must at a local level meet with other
folks, engaged in criminal defense work,
to see how to improve jury selection procedures in our own communities. One simple thing that needs to be addressed is what
jurors are being told upon first entering the
cou~thouse.It has always bothered me to
read the jury brochures that the jurors are
given. Nowhere in the brochures does the
orientation hook discuss that jurors are to
be open and honest during jury selection
nor does it tell jurors that the only good
juror is the honest one. Weneed to get better brochures that represent the real flavor
of voir dire and its true meaning.
The problem with most of us, when trying new things that have not been pressed
for in our own backyards, is that many
times we duck our responsibilitiesby saying, "It is not done that way in my jurisdiction" or "You don't know the judges in
my county, they won't stand for that".
Really these arc just words to avoid taking the courageous approach to representation. My experience has always been
that most good ideas are successful, at least
in part, if we simply ask for them in a
courteous, well thought-out, assertive way.
Evenjudges will listen and coue administrators will think thmugh their procedures

when directly confronted with sound ideas.
Yes, this is a little sermon on our obligations to seek expanded, open-ended wir
dire, but also, to view the advocate's role
as more than the brilliant cross-examiner
or orator. The jury is everything to those
of us that live our lives in the courts. All
matters from legislation affecting peremptory challenges or w i r dire conditions to
the jury brochures to pre-jury selection
motions are all a part of seeking to improve
upon our quest for fair juries. This also
includes attending educational seminars,
such as those put on by the Criminal
Defense Lawyers Project and others,
which help us join with our friends to share
common ideas about how we can he there
for each other and exchangeideas with one
another. Let's work at giving of ourselves
so that we can more effectively he our
clients' shields.
I will step down off my stump now and
appreciate each and every one of you for
all that you have given to justice, your
clients and me. I value and applaud your
efforts for what is right and good.
Please write us with your ideas for suhjects you would like to see addressed in
future articles.
Thanks and may you have many openended jury selections.
Your friend,
Cathy Bennett
Address correspondence to:
The Voice Listens
C/OCathy E. Bennett & Assoc., Inc.
2215 Ave. L
Galveston, Texas 77550
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and Around Texas
by John Boston
CLE: Last month this space was devoted
to the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project,
TCDLA's funded CLE program. As this
column was being written, the Governor's
Crlminal Justice Division notified us that
we received funding for fiscal year 1988
in the amount of $153,906. The continuing legal education continues for another
year.
CDLP's entire course schedule will be
published in the Voice on a regular basis,
but the next three courses are as follows:
state law practice skills courses in San
Antonio, October 15-16; in Odessa, November 19-20 and a trial advocacy institute
devoted entirely to jury selection on
December 10, I1 and 12 in Austin. The
San Antonio skills course will be followed
by CDLP and TCDLA executive committee meetings and a TCDLA Board of Directors' meeting on Saturday, the 17th;
course and meetings will be at the Four
Seasons Hotel. Plan to attend the course
and the board meeting. All members of
TCDLA are welcome and encouraged to
attend the Board of Directors' meeting.
Right Stuff: For the past few years Jack
Zimnlermann and Jim Lavine, Zimmermann & Lavine, P.C., have defeuded a
factually innocent capital murder defendant
in Oklahoma, who was originally defended
by an Oklahoma lawyer, found guilty and
seutenced to death. Zinunermann's application for writ of habeas corpus was
granted in Federal District Court and the
case went up through the federal courts to
the U S . Supreme Court and hack to the
Oklahoma courts with the defendant being
styled as "appellee"; an unusual if not
unique situation in a capital murder case.
On July 30, 1987 the Oklahonla County
District Attorney moved to dismiss the
charge and recall the warrant. Although
the dismissal was without prejudice, it
seems unlikely that the state of Oklahoma
w~llbe able to bring the case again, in fact
the Oklahoma County District Attorney's
office probably hopes they've seen the last
of Jack Zimmermann and Jim Lavine.
Good lawyering.
Meantime, Gerry Goldstein and Ralph
Lopez have had some success of their own
in obtaining an acquittal in a murder case
in August; details next month.
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Recently, Dain Whitworth wrote a
response to an editorial in the Galveston
Daily News, which was entitled, "Justice
denied in an Appeals Court Ruling?"
(Saturday, August 15, 1987 edition). Ms.
Betsy Webber, business editor of the
Daily News wrote, commenting on the reversal of David Port's conviction obtained
by Jack Zimmermann, " . . . once more, it
seems justice has been denied to protect the
rights of a confessed killer." Dain Whitworth wrote some worthwhile responses
to Ms. Webber's, and a condensed and
edited version follows: The court reversed
a case involving a confessed killer to protect the rights of all Americans, including
Ms. Webber, the innocent as well as the
guilty. Our system has rules to protect innocent people from abuses by government
agents, and to insure compliance with
those rules, the courts reverse cases when
one, or more, of those rules is violated.
Without reversals there Would be no incentive for government agents to comply with
the rules. Countries without such rules, or
where the rules are not, or were not, enforced were, and are, Nazi Germany,
Facist Italy; currently U.S.S.R., Iran, and
other totalitarian or authoritarian nations.
The real meaning, then, of a reversal is
that the police or prosecutor did not act in
accordance with the rules and the law.
With a few exceptions, the accused can be
tried again. If we adopt the attitude that
violations of the rules are mere technicalities which should be disregarded, we
give up the protection of the rules which
are what guarantee our individual liberties
and distinguishes our government from
others. Only a small percentage of cases
are reversed w~ththe defendant set free,
so when we are confronted with a reversal, we should view it as a necessary element of individual freedom.

Might Stuff: Recently, a non-lawyer
friend of mine asked my opinion of Lt.
Col. Oliver North. My friend was aware
that I am, and have been for some years,
a Marine reserve officer and spent time on
activeduty as well. To his surprise, I think,
I was somewhat negative about Lt. Col.
North's role in Iran-Contra affair, but I had
trouble articulating why I don't like Fawn
Hall's former boss; except, I said some-

thing about making the military look worse
than it deserves and that he appeared to be
a "loosecannoo" in the National Security
Council. But since that conversation, I've
thought about the problems officials like
Ollie North and John Poindexter create,
listened to radio and TV commentators,
read a few articles on the subject and arrived at the conclusion that Lt. Col. North
is subversive, not "a subversive", as a
noun, but as an adjective. The reason is
that he and his ilk; Poindexter, Secord, el
al; subvert the purposes of the U S . Constitution by their actions in obtaining questionable funding for the Contras. The President and his administration have the power
of the sword, the Congress has the power
of the purse, thus-checks and balances.
When members of the administration raise
funds from private and foreign sources to
carry out a foreign policy that Congress
has refused to fund, those administration
officials subvert the checks and balances
built into our constitutional form government. Ollie North for private-citizen.

Appointed Colmsel: During the regular
session, the Texas Legislature passed
Senate Bill 1108 which added Article
1.05 1, Right to Representation by Counsel, and amended Chapter 26, Arraignment, of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Specifically, Article 26.04 now provides,
inter alia, that the appointed lawyer shall
represent the defendant until charges are
dismissed, the defendant is acquitted, appeals are exhausted or the lawyer is relieved by the court or replaced by another
lawyer. Article 26.05 now provides, inter
alia, that non-public defender appointed
counsel shall be reimbursed for reasonable
expenses approved by the court for investigation and expert testimony and shall
be paid a reasonable fee for in court
representation of the defendant and some
out-of-court preparation with documentation when required by the court. Appellate
briefs to the Courts of Appeals or the Court
of Criminal Appeals are now covered. The
new provisions of Chapter 26 impose a requirement that the county and district
judges in each county and the administrative judge in counties with only one criminal jurisdiction judge adopt a fee schedule
by formal action. The fee schedules must

include a fixed rate, minimum and maximum hourly rates and daily rates with an
appropriate form for reporting the types of
services the lawyer performed for the indigent client.
The Criniinal Law and Procedure Section of the Travis County Bar Association
has produced a proposed fee schedule to
be presented to the Travis County Judges.
It is too lengthy to reproduce in full, hut
the rates are as follows:
FelonylMisd. pretrial
hearing
$ 25Oll25
Pelony/Misd. plea,
sentencing/dismissal
300/125

Batson v. Kentucky
conlinuedfronl page 24
43. 732 P.2d 1145, 1150-51 (Cal. 1987).
44. Srare v. Superior Court of Maricopa Corrnr):
732 P.2d 232, 235 (Ark App. 1987); Slate v.
Wagdler, 489 So2d 1299, 1303 (La. App. 1 Cir
1986) Seealso Cormron~yeallh
v. Reid, 424N.E.2d
495, 500 (Mass. 1981) (female defendant srrifung
males).
45. 724 S.W.ld 58 (Tex. Crlm. App. 1987)
[heremafter oitcd as Keefon 4.
46. No. 69,639 (Tex Crim App. Aprd 15, 1987)
(on rehearing) thereinafter cited as Keelon 111.
47. Id. at 13.
48. People v. R7reeler. 583 P.2d 748, 764 (Cal.
1978).
49. Rose v. Stnte, 4% So2d 131353.1355 (Pla. App.
5 1986); Weekfyv. Store, 496 N.E.2d 29,31 (Ind.
1986); Riley n State, 496 A.2d 997, la09 (Del.
1985); People v. Ihompso,~,435 N.Y.S. 2d739.754
(Am. Div. 19811
50. The pattern of suikffireferred to appears to
be based upan the peremptory challenge practice in

.

.
A

DWI Practice Gems
mminued from pnge 33
49. The refusal to pcovide a specimen-Article
67011-55(2)@)-does w t specify which type of
specimenautomatlcally result6 in licenscsuspensian
Of up to 90 days; Article 67011-5W)(g) ofihe statute
holds that to refuse to submit to breath or blwd testing
maybeintroducedintaev~denceat
trial. l t k notclear
whether the refusal la sobdt a unne sample, when
thepeafeoffccer does nat initially offer blwd andlor
brcath testlng, would trigger the suspension sections
under Artccie 67011-58(2)(b).
50. Darland v Store, 582 S.W.2d 452
(Tex.Crim App. 1979).
51. Id., at p. 454.
52. McKeswa v. State, 671 S.W.2d 138
(Tex.App.-Houston 1984).
53. Rule 401(b) of the Texas Rules of Crlminal
Evidence.
54. Iriorl v. Smfe, 703 S.W.2d 362 (Tex.App.Austin, 1986); G ~ ' . I Iv. Stale, 614S.W.Zd 155, 159
(Tex.Crim.App. 1979). Case law holds that once it
1s shown rhaf the defendant had an alcohol concen-

Felony/Misd. bench trial
FelonylMisd. jury trial
Preparing of appeal brief
Securing release on bail

5001250
1,5001750
750
100

The proposed fee schedule includes daily
rates of $500 in a felony jury trial and $250
in a misdemeanor jury trial when at least
5 hours is required.
Expenses include $0.20 per mile, long
distance and collect telephone calls at cost,
investigator and expert witness fees as
approved in advance by the court.
At the TCDLA Board of Directors/
Caltfwn&aand Masachusetts, where prosecutors
stmke throughout thecwmeofthevoirdrre. InTexas,
of course,aU s t n h a r e m a d e at onetime and do not
lcndthemsdvesto thedcvelapmenl ofspattern. See.
e.g., li'heeler, 583 P.2d at 752-53; Smres, 387
N.E.2d at 508.
51. Balson, 106 S.Ct at 1723.
52. 387 N.E.2d at 517.
53. Con~~non~~,~alIlr
v. Gagnon, 449 N.E.2d 686,
692 (Mass. App. 1983); Seealso Wheelw, 583 P 2d
at 761; conltaPeopIe v. Davis, 234 Cal. Rplr. 859,
869 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 1987) (6 of 20 challenges
excluding black. held not to raise an inference).
54. United Stnles v. W d l i ~ g t o n782
, F 2d 807,
824 (9th Cir. 1986).
55. Id.
56. 622 F.Supp. 304 (D Mass. 1984).
57. Id. at 309.
58. Johnmu1 v. State, 731 P.2d 993, 998 (Okla
Crrm. App. 1987); See also Pwple v. Washr~glon,
234 Cnl. Rptr. 201,205-06 (Cal. App. 4 1987) (black
defendant1PuertoRican victlm); U.S. exmJ Kyle v.
O'Leary. 642 P.Supp. 222.228 (N.D. 111. 1986).
59. 511 A.2d 11% (NJ. 1986).

tratian of 0.10% or greater, this tn Itself constitutes
the offense. See Sckrlie v. State, 689 S.W.2d 294,
296 (Tex App.-Hauston 1985). See also Forte v.
Stole, 707 S.W.2d 89, (Tex.CrimApp 1986) (en
banc).
55. In Annis v. Stnte, 578 S.W.2d 406 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1979), the appellant argued that the admnistratton of a dremtcal test by ltself would be insufficient to convict. Themun continued by staling
that defendant's
.argument might bemeritorious
if the mults a f a chemical breath test were the only
evidence of intoxication." The arresting officer in
Dorsche v. Slate, 514 S.W.2d 755 (Tcx.Crim.App.
1974) testified thathe formecianopinton as todefendant's intoxccation pnor to and independent of the
chemical test. His observations, based solely an his
past experience and observed facts, I e., the defendant bnng disorderly, slurred speech, "mush
mulhed," red eyes, would beenough initself townvictthedefendant. Testimony as such usually will be
the death knell for the defendant.
56. Awlis v: Smte, p. 407.
57. Taus Depamrenr of Pub& Snfly, TEXAS
BREATH ALCOHOLTESTING REGULATIONS

". .

Special Membership Meeting in Houston
on Saturday, August 29, the Board apthat
proved the-follo&ng motion: ".
the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association opposes the confirmation of
Judge Robert Bork to the Uaited
Supreme Court and the Senator's ron)
Texas should be notified of TCDkA'$
position." The motion hasbeen put in the
form of a resolution and will be forwarded
to the Senate Judiciary Committee far their
consideration.
Remember, every member get one netv
member. Thank you for your continued
Suppoh

..

y
s

60. Id. at 1154. 3ut see Healon v. Stale, 350
S.E.2d480,482, IsOGa. App. 718 (1986). Heatan
attempted to argue that although he was white, he
should beentitled to a prima facie case because h a
counsel was black. Thc caun was unpersuaded.
61. C b m n o n w d h v. Link-, 424 N.E.2d 504.506
(Mass. 1981).
62 479 U
S
, 107S.Cf 708,93 L Ed.2d
649 (1987).
63. 107 S.Ct at 711.
64. Comtno,,tualth v. Gagrtm, 449 N E.2d 686,
692 (Mass. 1983).
65. 514 A.2d I44 (Pcnn. 1986).
66. Id. at 153.
67. No. 13-86 044-CR (Tex. App.-Corpus
Christ1 February 12, 1987) (not yet reported).
68. Id. at 3; Trcvino, 704 P.2d at 730; MeeTer,
583 P.2dat 764, Btilsee Rgo v. Smle, 721 S.W.2d
562, 564 (Tex. App.-Amarillo 1986)
69. Peo~lev Mm. 233 Cal. Rotr 153. 157
( c a L ~ p p . 5~ist.1986); ~ursee~tore'v.
D&, 6.54
P.2d 612, 615 (NM App. 1983).

3.5-9.
58. M ,at 55-12 The figare contained in "Appendix A" (pg. 31) is the alcohol cconfentrationc u m ,
showingabsorption, w a n d ehmtnafronphase. The
rate of ellnlinatton is greater than abrorptaon during
the elimmatm phase, whde the rate of absorptron
is greater than ehtnination during the absarptron
phase.
59. lbid at Q5-13. See "Appendix B" (pg. 31)
for graphics of bellshaped curves
60. InMuIln~zv. Slare. 648 S W.2d 427 (Tex App.
-Texarhna 1984). n chemical test was adntnustered
45 mmutesaftertheoffense. The test results showed
n 0.13 reading. Expert testnnony steed that alcohol
absorptcon is completed wrthtn one-half hour to one
hour of consumption. It should be noled that the
Depanment of Public Safety Manual states that: "As
a geneml nde only, complete absorption of a single
alcoholic beverage is usually aecomplishcd in from
45 minutes to an hour, with an~)nptjsro)nach."[Emphasis added.] 55.5. The showing of absorption and
ntedahhc rates, along with oral testimony, enabled
the jury to judge thcvalldlty of defemdnl'r d a m of
h a not bemg rntoxrcated at the tune of driving.
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